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Abstract—Turbo detection performed by exchanging extrin-8
sic information between the soft-decision QAM detector and the9
channel decoder is beneficial for the sake of exploring the bit10
dependency imposed both by modulation and by channel cod-11
ing. However, when the soft-decision coherent QAM detectors are12
provided with imperfect channel estimates in rapidly fading chan-13
nels, they tend to produce potentially unreliable LLRs that deviate14
from the true probabilities, which degrades the turbo detection15
performance. Against this background, in this paper, we propose16
a range of new soft-decision multiple-symbol differential sphere17
detection (MSDSD) and decision-feedback differential detection18
(DFDD) solutions for differential QAM (DQAM), which dispense19
with channel estimation in the face of rapidly fading channels.20
Our proposed design aims for solving the two inherent prob-21
lems in soft-decision DQAM detection design, which have also22
been the most substantial obstacle in the way of offering a solu-23
tion for turbo detected MSDSD aided differential MIMO schemes24
using QAM: 1) how to facilitate the soft-decision detection of the25
DQAM’s amplitudes, which—in contrast to the DPSK phases—do26
not form a unitary matrix, and 2) how to separate and stream-27
line the DQAM’s soft-decision amplitude and phase detectors.28
Our simulation results demonstrate that our proposed MSDSD29
aided DQAM solution is capable of substantially outperforming its30
MSDSD aided DPSK counterpart in coded systems without impos-31
ing a higher complexity. Moreover, our proposed DFDD aided32
DQAM solution is shown to outperform the conventional solutions33
in literature. Our discussions on the important subject of coherent34
versus noncoherent schemes suggest that compared to coherent35
square QAM relying on realistic imperfect channel estimation,36
MSDSD aided DQAM may be deemed as a better candidate for37
turbo detection assisted coded systems operating at high Doppler38
frequencies.
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I. INTRODUCTION 41
H IGH-COMPLEXITY joint channel- and data-estimation 42is capable of approaching the performance of perfect 43
channel estimation in slowly fading channels [1]–[6], but both 44
its complexity and pilot-overhead escalate in high-Doppler sce- 45
narios [7]. Moreover, in pursuit of an increased data-rate, the 46
high-order 64QAM and 256QAM schemes have been included 47
in the ITU-R IMT Advanced 4G standards [8] and in IEEE 48
802.11ac [9]. As the modulation order increases, the depen- 49
dency between the modulated bits is also increased. Therefore, 50
it is beneficial to exchange extrinsic information between a 51
soft-decision QAM detector and a channel decoder in turbo 52
detection assisted coded systems [10]–[14], so that the capacity 53
limits of the coded QAM systems may be closely approached. 54
However, when the soft-decision coherent demodulators are 55
provided with imperfect Channel State Information (CSI) in the 56
face of rapidly fading channels, they tend to produce potentially 57
unreliable LLRs that deviate from the true probabilities [14]. 58
This degrades the performance of turbo detection. By contrast, 59
the noncoherent detection of Differential QAM (DQAM) mit- 60
igates the above-mentioned problems, where the CSI does not 61
have to be estimated. 62
More explicitly, as an instantiation of Star QAM, the dif- 63
ferential encoding principle of DPSK was first applied to 64
DQAM’s phase only, while DQAM’s data-carrying amplitude 65
was directly transmitted in [15]. Without differential encod- 66
ing on amplitude, this transmission mechanism may be termed 67
as absolute-amplitude DQAM, which may include Absolute- 68
amplitude Differential Phase Shift Keying (ADPSK) [15], 69
Twisted ADPSK (TADPSK) [16] and TADPSK associated with 70
Joint Mapping (TADPSKJM) [17], where TADPSK introduces 71
a ring-amplitude-dependent phase rotation in order to increase 72
the Star QAM constellation distances, while TADPSKJM 73
jointly maps its bits to DQAM’s phase index and ring- 74
amplitude index in order to increase the correlation between 75
the two terms. Moreover, as a popular alternative, Differential 76
Amplitude Phase Shift Keying (DAPSK) [18] applies differ- 77
ential encoding both to the phase and to the ring-amplitude, 78
which constitutes the family of differential-amplitude DQAM 79
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schemes that may also include the constellation variants of80
Twisted DAPSK (TDAPSK) and TDAPSK associated with81
Joint Mapping (TDAPSKJM). In this paper, the notational form82
of M-DQAM(MA, MP ) is used for all the DQAM schemes,83
where M , MA and MP refer to the number of modulation lev-84
els, ring-amplitudes and phases, respectively. They have the85
relationship of M = MA MP .86
In the absence of CSI, the DQAM’s Conventional87
Differential Detection (CDD) suffers from a performance ero-88
sion compared to its coherent counterparts [18], [19]. In order to89
improve the CDD’s performance, Multiple-Symbol Differential90
Detection (MSDD) was conceived both for DPSK in [20]–91
[22] and for DQAM in [22]. More explicitly, the MSDD92
extends the CDD’s observation window width from Nw = 293
to Nw ≥ 2, where a total of (Nw − 1) data-carrying symbols94
are jointly detected. Consequently, the MSDD complexity may95
grow exponentially with Nw. In order to circumvent this prob-96
lem, Decision-Feedback Differential Detection (DFDD) was97
conceived for DPSK in [23], [24] and for DQAM in [17],98
[25]–[27], where the decision feedbacks concerning a total of99
(Nw − 2) data-carrying symbols are obtained from the previ-100
ous detection windows, so that only a single symbol has to101
be detected. However, the DFDD’s error propagation problem102
results in a performance loss. In order to retain the opti-103
mum MSDD performance, the concept of Multiple-Symbol104
Differential Sphere Detection (MSDSD) was proposed for105
DPSK in [28]–[30], where the Sphere Decoder (SD) was106
invoked for MSDD.107
Inspired by the technical breakthrough of Turbo Code108
(TC) [31], [32], soft-decision DQAM detection has also been109
developed throughout the last two decades. Explicitly, Trellis110
decoded DQAM using the Viterbi algorithm was proposed111
in [33]. Then, MSDD was invoked for DQAM in the context112
of multilevel coding in [34]. Moreover, a low-complexity113
soft-decision CDD was conceived for DAPSK in Rayleigh114
fading channels in [35], where the ring-amplitude and phase115
are separately detected. However, no iteration was invoked116
between the channel decoder and the DQAM detector in these117
contributions. In [36], the CDD aided DAPSK was employed118
for turbo detection, where the ring-amplitude and phase119
are jointly detected. This soft-decision CDD conceived for120
DAPSK was further streamlined in [37], where the authors also121
discovered that completely separately detecting the DAPSK’s122
ring-amplitude and phase may impose a performance loss,123
which is more substantial in coded systems. Furthermore,124
in [38], a new MSDD/MSDSD arrangement was proposed125
for soft-decision DAPSK detection, which may be termed as126
MSDD using Iterative Amplitude/Phase processing (MSDD-127
IAP). Explicitly, the MSDD-IAP of [38] invokes MSDD128
and MSDSD for detecting the DAPSK’s ring-amplitudes and129
phases, and then the two detectors may iteratively exchange130
their decisions in order to achieve the near-optimum MSDD131
performance. Against this background, at the time of writing,132
the soft-decision SD has not been invoked for the DQAM’s133
ring-amplitude detection. Furthermore, more soft-decision134
MSDSD arrangements have to be conceived, because the135
MSDD-IAP of [38] cannot be directly applied to all the136
aforementioned DQAM constellations.137
In recent years, the differential Multiple-Input Multiple- 138
Output (MIMO) schemes have attracted a lot of attention. More 139
explicitly, Differential Space-Time Modulation (DSTM) design 140
based on group codes was proposed in [39]–[41]. Moreover, 141
Differential Space-Time Block Codes (DSTBCs) were devel- 142
oped based on orthogonal code design principles in [42], [43]. 143
The DSTBCs were further developed for using QAM in [44]– 144
[46] and for employing both non-orthogonal as well as non- 145
unitary designs in [47]. Moreover, in pursuit of a higher rate, the 146
concept of Differential Linear Dispersion Code (DLDC) was 147
proposed in [48], which disperses a total of NQ real-valued 148
symbols with the aid of NQ Hermitian dispersion matrices, and 149
then the Cayley transform is used for converting the resultant 150
Hermitian matrix into a unitary matrix. Inspired by the DLDC 151
and the recently developed Spatial Modulation (SM) concept 152
[49], Differential Space-Time Shift Keying (DSTSK) was pro- 153
posed in [50], where a single one out of a total of NQ unitary 154
dispersion matrices is activated in order to disperse a single 155
complex-valued PSK/QAM symbol [50]–[52]. Furthermore, 156
the concept of Differential SM (DSM) was proposed in [53], 157
which may be viewed as a special case of DSTSK [54], where 158
only a single RF chain is employed at the DSM transmitter. The 159
DSM was further developed for using QAM in [55]. 160
Apart from these CDD aided differential MIMO schemes 161
operating in slowly fading channels, the hard-decision MSDD 162
aided DSTBC was developed in [56] for slowly fading chan- 163
nels, while the hard-decision MSDD aided DSTM was derived 164
in [57] for rapidly fading channels. Moreover, the hard-decision 165
DFDD aided DSTM and the hard-decision MSDSD aided 166
DSTM/DSTBC using PSK operating in rapidly fading channels 167
were proposed in [57] and [58], respectively. 168
At the time of writing, the employment of soft-decision 169
MSDSD/DFDD aided differential MIMO using QAM would 170
remain infeasible without solving the inherent soft-decision 171
DQAM’s amplitude detection problems. Let us consider the 172
hard-decision MSDSD aided DSTBC using QAM in [51] as 173
an example. In uncoded systems the amplitude of the first 174
DSTBC matrix transmitted in a MSDSD window, which does 175
not carry source information is estimated based on the decision- 176
feedback obtained from the previous MSDSD window in [51]. 177
However, in coded systems we observe that the potential error 178
propagation problem may severely erode the LLR reliabil- 179
ity of the soft-decision DQAM detection, which degrades the 180
turbo detection performance. Moreover, without reducing the 181
complexity of soft-decision DQAM detection, its extension to 182
differential MIMO schemes can hardly be affordable in turbo 183
detection assisted coded systems. 184
Against this background, in this paper, we opt to develop a 185
comprehensive solution for the soft-decision DQAM detection 186
in rapidly fading Single-Input Multiple-Output (SIMO) chan- 187
nels, which aims for solving the following two major problems: 188
(1) how to facilitate the soft-decision detection of the DQAM’s 189
amplitudes, which – in contrast to the DPSK phases – do not 190
form a unitary matrix; (2) how to separate and streamline 191
the DQAM’s soft-decision amplitude and phase detectors. The 192
soft-decision MSDSD arrangements proposed in this paper are 193
summarized in Table I. More explicitly, the novel contributions 194
of this paper are as follows: 195
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TABLE I
THE SOFT-DECISION MSDSD ARRANGEMENTS PROPOSED FOR DQAM IN THIS PAPER
TABLE II
MODULATION OF THE DQAM’S DATA-CARRYING SYMBOLS
1) First of all, we propose to invoke the soft-decision SD196
for both ring-amplitude and phase detection, which has
Q2
197
not been presented in the open literature. Depending on198
the specific treatment of the first DQAM symbol’s ampli-199
tude 1 of each MSDSD window, we propose the original200
set, the Hard-Decision-Directed (HDD) set and the Soft-201
Decision-Directed (SDD) set of MSDSD arrangements202
of Table I, where 1 is either detected as an unknown203
variable or alternatively, it is estimated based on hard-204
decision feedback or soft-decision feedback from the205
previous MSDSD window, respectively. We will demon-206
strate that both the original set and the SDD set are207
suitable for the differential-amplitude DQAM schemes of208
DAPSK, TDAPSK and TDAPSKJM, while the HDD set209
is a better choice for the absolute-amplitude schemes of210
ADPSK, TADPSK and TADPSKJM.211
2) Secondly, depending on the DQAM mapping technique,212
we propose three types of MSDSD arrangements using213
three new MSDSD algorithms, as seen in Table I.214
Explicitly, the first type of generic MSDSD arrange-215
ments in Table I may be invoked by the joint-mapping216
based DQAM schemes of TADPSKJM and TDAPSKJM.217
The second type of Reduced-Complexity (RC) MSDSD218
arrangements in Table I may be employed by the twisted219
DQAM of TADPSK and TDAPSK. Moreover, the third220
type of RC MSDSD arrangements using IAP in Table I,221
which separately and iteratively detect the DQAM’s ring-222
amplitudes and phases may be employed by ADPSK and223
DAPSK. Specifically, we will demonstrate that the RC224
HDD-MSDSD-IAP aided ADPSK is capable of outper-225
forming its MSDSD aided DPSK counterpart [30] without226
imposing a higher complexity.227
3) Furthermore, the important subject of coherent versus228
noncoherent detection is discussed. Our simulation results229
suggest that compared to the coherent Square QAM rely-230
ing on the classic Pilot Symbol Assisted Modulation231
(PSAM) [7], the DQAM schemes employing MSDSD232
may be deemed as a better candidate for turbo detec-233
tion aided coded systems operating at high Doppler234
frequencies.235
4) Moreover, we further propose improved soft-decision236
DFDD solutions conceived for DQAM, which are237
equivalent to the MSDD/MSDSD operating in238
decision-feedback mode. We will demonstrate that 239
the proposed DFDD solutions outperform the con- 240
ventional prediction-based DFDD solutions of [17], 241
[25]–[27]. 242
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The DQAM 243
constellations and their notations are introduced in Sec. II. The 244
soft-decision MSDD is configured for DQAM in Sec. III, where 245
the concepts of HDD and SDD are introduced. The three new 246
soft-decision MSDSD algorithms are proposed in Sec. IV, and 247
the improved soft-decision DFDD solutions are developed in 248
Sec. V. Our simulation results are provided in Sec. VI, while 249
our conclusions are offered in Sec. VII. 250
II. DQAM CONSTELLATIONS 251
The mapping of the DQAM data-carrying symbols x and 252
transmitted symbols s is summarized in Table II, where the 253
notations γ , ω and ψ represent the ring-amplitude, phase 254
and ring-amplitude-dependent phase rotation of x , respectively. 255
Hence we have x = γωψ . Similarly, the notations ,  and 256
 represent the ring-amplitude, phase and ring-amplitude- 257
dependent phase rotation of s, respectively, where we have s = 258
. The modulation index m = bin2dec(b1 · · · bBPS), ring- 259
amplitude index a = bin2dec(bBPSP+1 · · · bBPS) and phase 260
index p = bin2dec(b1 · · · bBPSP ) are Gray coded indices mˇ, aˇ 261
and pˇ, respectively. Moreover, for Star QAM, the notations α 262
and β =
∑MA−1
μ=0 α2μ
MA respectively represent the ring ratio and 263
constellation normalization factor. The advantageous choices 264
in Rayleigh fading channels are α = 2.0 for twin-ring Star 265
QAM [59] [60] and α = 1.4 for quadruple-ring Star QAM [33], 266
respectively. 267
As seen in Table II, the ADPSK scheme [15], [16] invokes 268
the absolute-amplitude differential encoding process as: Q3269
sn = 1|sn−1| xn−1sn−1, (1)
which starts from s1 = 1√β . More explicitly, the ADPSK’s data- 270
carrying symbols xn−1 in (1) are modulated as Star QAM 271
symbols as seen in Table II, and then thanks to the normaliza- 272
tion of 1|sn−1| in (1), the transmitted symbols always have the 273
absolute-amplitude of n = |sn| = |xn−1| = γn−1. 274
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By contrast, the DAPSK scheme [18], [37] invokes the dif-275
ferential encoding process in the same way as the classic276
DPSK as:277
sn = xn−1sn−1, (2)
which also starts from s1 = 1√β . More explicitly, the278
DAPSK’s transmitted symbols sn in (2) are encoded to be279
Star QAM symbols as sn = nn = αμn√β exp( j 2πMP qn), where280
the transmitted symbol’s ring-amplitude and phase indices281
are given by [μn = (aˇ + μn−1) mod MA] and [qn = ( pˇ +282
qn−1) mod MP ], respectively. As a result, the modulation of283
the DAPSK’s data-carrying symbol xn−1 in (2) is determined284
both by the data-carrying modulation index m as well as by the285
previous transmitted ring-amplitude n−1 = αμn−1√β , as seen in286
Table II.287
Based on the classic ADPSK and DAPSK, four DQAM288
variants in literature are also considered in Table II. More289
explicitly, the TADPSK and TDAPSK schemes impose a ring-290
amplitude-dependent phase rotation to the ADPSK and DAPSK291
schemes, respectively [16], [17]. Moreover, the TADPSKJM and292
TDAPSKJM schemes jointly modulate the ring-amplitude and293
phase for the TADPSK and TDAPSK schemes, respectively, as294
suggested in [16], [17]. We will demonstrate later that a higher295
correlation between the ring-amplitude and phase may improve296
the iteration gain on the EXIT charts, which may result in a297
performance advantage in specific coded systems.298
III. MULTIPLE-SYMBOL DIFFERENTIAL DETECTION299
First of all, the signal received by the NR antennas may300
be modelled as Yn = snHn + Vn , where the NR-element row-301
vectors Yn , Hn and Vn model the received signal, the Rayleigh302
fading and AWGN, respectively. Then the Nw observations may303
be modelled by the MSDD as:304
Y = SH + V = APOH + V, (3)
where Y = [YTNw , YTNw−1, . . . , YT1 ]T , H = [HTNw , HTNw−1, . . . ,305
HT1 ]T and V = [VTNw , VTNw−1, . . . , VT1 ]T are of size (Nw ×306
NR). Moreover, S = diag{
[
sNw , sNw−1, . . . , s1
]}, A = diag307
{[Nw , Nw−1, . . . , 1]}, P = diag{[Nw ,Nw−1, . . . , 1]}308
and O = diag{[Nw ,Nw−1, . . . , 1]} in (3) are all of size309
(Nw × Nw). We note that O is an identity matrix for the310
ADPSK and DAPSK schemes. The MSDD aims for detecting311
the (Nw − 1) data-carrying symbols {xv}Nw−1v=1 , rather than312
the Nw transmitted symbols {sv}Nwv=1. Therefore, the reference313
symbol s1 = 111 should be separated from the transmitted314
symbols seen in (3) following it, which leads to:315
Y = ¯S ¯H + V = ¯A ¯P ¯O ¯H + V, (4)
where the vth diagonal element in ¯P is given by ¯v = v∗1,316
which leads to ¯1 = 1 and ¯v = ωv−1 ¯v−1 = ∏v−1t=1 ωt for317
v > 1. Similarly, the vth diagonal element in ¯O is given by ¯v =318
v
∗
1 , which leads to ¯1 = 1 and ¯v = ψv−1 ¯v−1 =
∏v−1
t=1 ψt319
for v > 1. As a result, the vth row in ¯H is given by ¯Hv =320
11Hv, where the constant phase 11 does not change321
the correlations between fading samples, i.e. E
{
HHv Hv′
} = 322
E
{
¯HHv ¯Hv′
}
. However, unlike 1 and 1, the value of 1 does 323
affect the MSDD decision. Therefore, when ¯A in (3) is detected 324
by the MSDD, 1 is considered as a known term, which is either 325
obtained based on previous MSDD decisions or detected sepa- 326
rately as an unknown variable. As a result, there are M (Nw−1)A 327
combinations for ¯A in (3). Specifically, for the absolute- 328
amplitude ADPSK/TADPSK/TADPSKJM using (1), the vth 329
diagonal element in ¯A is given by v = γv−1. By contrast, 330
for the differential-amplitude DAPSK/TDAPSK/TDAPSKJM 331
using (2), we have v = γv−1v−1 =
(∏v−1
t=1 γt
)
1. 332
Based on (4), the MSDD may invoke the optimum Log-MAP 333
[14], [61] as: 334
L p(bk) = ln
∑
∀1∈
{
αμ1√
β
}MA−1
μ1=0
∑
∀ ¯S∈ ¯Sbk=1 p(Y|1, ¯S)p(1)p( ¯S)∑
∀1∈
{
αμ1√
β
}MA−1
μ1=0
∑
∀ ¯S∈ ¯Sbk=0 p(Y|1, ¯S)p(1)p( ¯S)
= La(bk) + Le(bk), (5)
where L p(bk), Le(bk) and La(bk) represent the a posteriori 335
LLR and the extrinsic LLR produced by the MSDD as well as 336
the a priori LLR gleaned from a channel decoder, respectively, 337
while the subsets ¯Sbk=1 and ¯Sbk=0 refer to the MSDD combina- 338
tion sets associated with ¯S = ¯A ¯P ¯O of (4), with the specific bit 339
bk being fixed to 1 and 0, respectively. Furthermore, the prob- 340
ability of receiving Y given 1 and ¯S is formulated as [21], 341
[22], [28]: 342
p(Y|1, ¯S) =
exp
{
−rvec(Y)R−1Y Y [rvec(Y)]H
}
π NR Nw det(RY Y )
, (6)
where the operation rvec(Y) forms a NR Nw-element row- 343
vector by taking the rows of Y one-by-one. As a result, 344
the correlation matrix seen in (6) is given by RY Y = 345
E
{[rvec(Y)]H rvec(Y)} = ( ¯OH ¯PH C ¯P ¯O) ⊗ INR , where both ¯P 346
and ¯O are unitary matrices, while the operation ⊗ rep- 347
resents the Kronecker product. Moreover, the (Nw × Nw)- 348
element channel correlation matrix C is given by C = 349
¯AH Rhh ¯A + Rvv, where the fading correlation matrix Rhh = 350
Toeplitz([ ρ0 ρ1 · · · ρNw−1 ]) and the AWGN correlation 351
matrix Rvv = N0INw are the same as in the case of DPSK using 352
NR = 1 in [28], [29]. However, since ¯A is not a unitary matrix, 353
it cannot be separated from C for DQAM detection. 354
The low-complexity Max-Log-MAP algorithm may be 355
invoked by the MSDD for the sake of simplifying the Log-MAP 356
of (5), and it is given by [61]: 357
L p(bk) = max∀1∈
{
αμ1√
β
}MA−1
μ1=0
max∀ ¯S∈ ¯Sbk=1 d(1,
¯S)
− max∀1∈
{
αμ1√
β
}MA−1
μ1=0
max∀ ¯S∈ ¯Sbk=0 d(1,
¯S). (7)
Based on (6), the probability metric seen in (7) may be 358
expressed as: 359
d(1, ¯S) = −tr
(
YH ¯P ¯OC−1 ¯OH ¯PH Y
)
− NR ln[det(C)]
+
∑(Nw−1)BPS
¯k=1 b˜ ¯k La(b ¯k), (8)
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where the determinant in (6) is given by det(RY Y ) = det(C)NR ,360
while {˜b
¯k}(Nw−1)BPS¯k=1 denotes the bit mapping corresponding to361
the MSDD candidate ¯S.362
Moreover, instead of assuming that 1 is an equiprobable363
variable in (7), soft-decision feedback on {p(1)}∀1 may be364
obtained from the previous MSDD window, which leads us to a365
SDD-MSDD. In more detail, d(1, ¯S) of (8) may be modified366
to take {p(1)}∀1 into account as:367
d(1, ¯S) = −tr
(
YH ¯P ¯OC−1 ¯OH ¯PH Y
)
− NR ln[det(C)]
+
∑(Nw−1)BPS
¯k=1 b˜ ¯k La(b ¯k) + ln[p(1)]. (9)
The probabilities may be updated according to {ln [p(Nw)] =368
max∀ ¯A∈〈∀1,Nw 〉d(1,
¯S)}, where the ring-amplitudes 1 and369
Nw transmitted both at the start and end of the MSDD window370
may represent trellis states 〈1, Nw 〉, while the data-carrying371
ring-amplitudes ¯A govern the state transition. As a result, all372
initial states ∀1 and all transitions ∀ ¯A that lead to the spe-373
cific trellis termination state of Nw have to be taken into374
account for evaluating ln
[
p(Nw)
]
. Then the newly updated375
{ln p(Nw)}∀Nw may be passed on to the next MSDD window376
as {ln p(1)}∀1 .377
If the hard-decision on ˆ1 is fed back from the previous378
MSDD window, then a HDD-MSDD invoking the Max-Log-379
MAP may be simply formulated as:380
L p(bk) = max∀ ¯S∈ ¯Sbk=1
d( ˆ1, ¯S) − max∀ ¯S∈ ¯Sbk=0
d( ˆ1, ¯S), (10)
where the hard-decision concerning ˆNw may be passed on to381
the next MSDD window as ˆ1.382
IV. MULTIPLE-SYMBOL DIFFERENTIAL SPHERE383
DETECTION384
A. Generic MSDSD Algorithm385
Similar to MSDSD aided DPSK of [29], [30], SD may be386
invoked for MSDD aided DQAM using the Max-Log-MAP of387
(7), where the maximization is converted to minimization as:388
L p(bk) = min∀1∈
{
αμ1√
β
}MA−1
μ1= 0
min∀ ¯S∈ ¯Sbk=1 d
− min∀1∈
{
αμ1√
β
}MA−1
μ1= 0
min∀ ¯S∈ ¯Sbk=0 d, (11)
while the probability metrics should be guaranteed to have389
positive values as:390
d =
∑Nw
v=1
∥∥∥∑v
t=1 l˜v−t+1,1
¯∗t ¯∗t Yt
∥∥∥2 + NR ln (21ρ0 + N0)
+ NR
∑Nw
v=2 ln
[(
2vρ0 + N0
)
− e˜Tv C˜−1v−1˜ev
]
−
∑Nw
v=2 ξv−1 −
∑Nw
v=2
∑BPS
¯kv=1
[˜
b
¯kv La
(
b
¯kv
)− Ca, ¯kv] .
(12)
In more detail, firstly, the trace term in (8) may be evaluated391
by tr(YH ¯P ¯OC−1 ¯OH ¯PH Y)=‖LT ¯OH ¯PH Y‖2 = ∑Nwv=1 ∥∥∑vt=1392
lNw−t+1,Nw−v+1 ¯∗t ¯∗t Yt
∥∥2
, where {{lNw−t+1,Nw−v+1}vt=1}Nwv=1393
are elements in the lower triangular matrix L, which is obtained 394
from the decomposition of C−1 = LLT . We note that both 395
C = ¯AH Rhh ¯A + Rvv and L remain unknown, until all ring- 396
amplitudes in ¯A are detected. In order to solve this problem 397
by invoking SD, we define the (v × v)-element partial channel 398
correlation matrix C˜v, which may be evaluated with the aid of 399
the SD’s previous decisions concerning {t }v−1t=1 and a single 400
variable v as: 401
C˜v =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
2vρ0 + N0 vv−1ρ1 · · · v1ρv−1
v−1vρ1 2v−1ρ0 + N0 · · · v−11ρv−2
...
...
. . .
...
1vρv−1 1v−1ρv−2 · · · 21ρ0 + N0
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦
=
[
2vρ0 + N0 e˜Tv
e˜v C˜v−1
]
, (13)
while the (v − 1)-element column-vector e˜v in (13) is given 402
by e˜v = [vv−1ρ1, . . . , v1ρv−1]T . It can be readily seen 403
that C˜v is a submatrix of C, but they become equal, when 404
the SD index is increased to v = Nw. As a result, we also 405
have the relationship of {lNw−t+1,Nw−v+1 = l˜v−t+1,1}vt=1, 406
where {˜lv−t+1,1}vt=1 are elements in the (v × v)-element lower 407
triangular matrix L˜v, which is a submatrix of L, and L˜v may 408
be directly obtained from the submatrix decomposition of 409
L˜vL˜Tv = C˜−1v . Secondly, according to the Leibniz formula 410
[62], the determinant of C˜v in (13) may be evaluated by 411
det(C˜v) = det(C˜v−1)[(2vρ0 + N0) − e˜Tv C˜−1v−1˜ev]. Therefore, 412
the complete determinant term NR ln[det(C)] in (8) may be 413
evaluated by NR ln[det(C˜1)] + NR ∑Nwv=2 ln[(2vρ0 + N0)− 414
e˜Tv C˜−1v−1˜ev], where the initial term is given by NR ln 415
[det(C˜1)] = NR ln
(
21ρ0 + N0
)
, as seen in (12). Thirdly, 416
the constant of ξv−1 = min∀1···∀v NR ln[(2vρ0 + N0) − 417
e˜Tv C˜−1v−1˜ev] and the constant of Ca, ¯kv = 12
[|La(b ¯kv)| + La(b ¯kv)] 418
are artificially added in order to maintain a non-negative 419
Euclidean Distance (ED) in (13), as discussed in the con- 420
text of (17) in [30]. We note that adding the constants 421
of
∑Nw
v=2(ξv−1 − Ca, ¯kv) to the MSDD metric of (8) does 422
not impose any performance difference, and the constants 423
{ξv−1}Nwv=2 may be obtained by brute-force search in an off-line 424
fashion before performing MSDSD. 425
As a result, based on (12), the SD’s Partial ED (PED) may be 426
defined as: 427
dv =
∥∥lNw,Nw Y1∥∥2 + NR ln (21ρ0 + N0)
+
∑v
v¯=2
∥∥∥∑v¯
t=1 l˜v¯−t+1,1
¯∗t ¯∗t Yt
∥∥∥2 +∑v
v¯=2 v¯
−
∑v
v¯=2
∑BPS
¯kv¯=1
[˜
b
¯kv¯ La(b ¯kv¯) − Ca, ¯kv¯
]
= dv−1 + v−1. (14)
where the PED increment is given by: 428
v−1
=
∥∥∥∥˜l1,1 ¯∗v−1 ¯∗v−1Yv + ωv−1ψv−1(∑v−1t=1 l˜v−t+1,1 ¯∗t ¯∗t Yt
)∥∥∥∥2
+ v −
∑BPS
¯kv=1
[˜
b
¯kv La(b ¯kv) − Ca, ¯kv
]
, (15)
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while the determinant term is defined as v = NR ln[(2vρ0 +429
N0) − e˜Tv C˜−1v−1˜ev] − ξv−1.430
Based on the PED of (14), the MSDSD algorithm of [29]431
may be invoked, but its ”sortDelta” subfunction should be432
revised as summarized in Table III, where the subscript m ∈433
{0, . . . , M − 1} represents the data-carrying constellation point434
index which may be directly translated back to binary source435
bits as [b1 · · · bBPS] = dec2bin(m). Furthermore, the subscript436
m ∈ {0, . . . , M − 1} represents the constellation point index437
ordered according to the increasing values of PED increment438
v−1. We note that the MSDD model of (3) stores received439
signal vectors in a reverse order compared to the one seen in440
[29] in order to detect the phases according to v = ωv−1v−1,441
instead of detecting them backwards as v−1 = ω∗v−1v. As a442
result, the MSDSD algorithm of [29] may now commence from443
index v = 2 and update the sphere radius at index v = Nw. The444
child node counter nv−1 in Table III has the revised range of445
0 ≤ nv−1 ≤ (M − 1) throughout the SD search, which accords446
with the range of the constellation point index m. Moreover,447
similar to the pseudo-code presented in [29], the MSDSD may448
initialize the PED as d1 = 0 for the sake of simplicity, but449
the 1-related term d1 =
∥∥lNw,Nw Y1∥∥2 + NR ln (21ρ0 + N0)450
in (14) should be added to the SD’s output radius before com-451
paring EDs over 1 as seen in (11). It is also worth noting that452
a total of
∑Nw
v=1 M
v
A candidates for {L˜v}Nwv=2 and {v}Nwv=2 seen in453
(15) may be pre-evaluated and pre-stored in an off-line fashion,454
before performing MSDSD. The memory required for storing455
{L˜v}Nwv=2 and {v}Nwv=2 is small compared to that of MSDD.456
Therefore, the optimum ED is given by dM AP =457
min∀1
(
min∀ ¯Sd
)
, where
(
min∀ ¯Sd
)
is found by the SD458
without the MSDD full search, while the corresponding459
hard-bit decisions {bM APk }(Nw−1)B P Sk=1 may also be obtained460
along with dM AP . Following this, the Max-Log-MAP of (11)461
may now be completed by:462
L p(bk) =
{
−dM AP + ¯dM AP , if bMAPk = 1,
− ¯dM AP + dM AP , if bMAPk = 0,
(16)
where ¯dM AP is obtained by invoking the SD again for463
evaluating each L p(bk), where the specific bit bk is fixed464
to be the toggled MAP decision ¯bM APk , i.e. we have465
¯dM AP = min∀1(min∀{ ¯S}bk= ¯bM APk d). As a result, the SD is466
invoked a total of MA[1 + (Nw − 1)BPS] times for producing467
{L p(bk)}(Nw−1)BPSk=1 of (16). As suggested in [30], the repeated 468
SD calculations may be avoided by labelling the previously 469
visited nodes and storing their PED metrics. 470
Moreover, both HDD-MSDD and SDD-MSDD of Sec. III 471
may be implemented as HDD-MSDSD and SDD-MSDSD, 472
respectively. For HDD-MSDSD, ˆ1 is known from previous 473
MSDSD window. Therefore, HDD-MSDSD may also produce 474
L p(bk) in the same way as MSDSD of (16), except that 475
the comparisons over the different 1 values for obtaining 476
dM AP and ¯dM AP in (16) may be eliminated, and there is no 477
need to evaluate the 1-related term d1 =
∥∥lNw,Nw Y1∥∥2 + 478
ln
(
21ρ0 + N0
)
. By contrast, for SDD-MSDSD, the 1-related 479
term has to take p(1) into account as d1 =
∥∥lNw,Nw Y1∥∥2 + 480
ln
(
21ρ0 + N0
)+ ln [p(1)]. In order to obtain 481
{ln [p(1)]}∀1 , the SD’s visited EDs d may be utilized for 482
evaluating ln
[
p(Nw)
] = max∀ ¯A∈〈∀1,Nw 〉d(1, ¯S), where we 483
have {d(1, ¯S) = −d}∀1,∀ ¯A. Following this, {ln p(Nw)}∀Nw 484
may become {ln p(1)}∀1 for the next MSDSD window. 485
Apart from the extra term of {ln [p(1)]}∀1 , SDD-MSDSD 486
may proceed in the same way as MSDSD of (16). 487
B. RC MSDSD Algorithm 488
It was proposed in [30] that by exploring the constella- 489
tion symmetry provided by the MP PSK scheme’s Gray-coded 490
labelling, the number of constellation points visited by the SD’s 491
Schnorr-Euchner search strategy may be significantly reduced 492
for the soft-decision MSDSD aided DPSK. In this section, we 493
further conceive RC design for a range of DQAM constel- 494
lations, including DAPSK, TDAPSK, ADPSK and TADPSK, 495
which modulate the ring-amplitude and phase separately, so 496
that their MP PSK phase detection may be performed in the 497
same way as the RC DPSK detection of [30]. First of all, let 498
us rewrite the PED increment of (15) as: 499
v−1 = ˜v−1 + v−1, (17)
where the ring-amplitude-related term ˜v−1 derived from (15) 500
is given by: 501
˜v−1 =
∥∥˜l1,1Yv∥∥2 + ∥∥∥∥∑v−1t=1 l˜v−t+1,1 ¯∗t ¯∗t Yt
∥∥∥∥2
+ v + Ca,v−1 − La(b1) + La(b2)2 , (18)
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while we have the constant Ca,v−1 = ∑BPS
¯kv=1 Ca, ¯kv . We note502
that ˜v−1 of (18) is invariant over the different phase candi-503
dates for ωv−1 in (15). Furthermore, the MP PSK-related term504
v−1 seen in (17) is given by:505
v−1 = −2
[
(ω′v−1)∗z′v−1
]−∑BPS
¯kv=1 b˜ ¯kv La(b ¯kv)
+ La(b1) + La(b2)
2
= −2(ω′v−1)(z′v−1) − 2(ω′v−1)(z′v−1)
−
∑BPS
¯kv=1 b˜ ¯kv La(b ¯kv) +
La(b1) + La(b2)
2
, (19)
where (·) and (·) take the real part and the imaginary506
part of a complex number. In (19), we deliberately rotate507
all the detected MP PSK constellations (except for the spe-508
cial case of MP = 2) anti-clockwise by (π/MP ) as ω′v−1 =509
ωv−1 exp
(
j πMP
)
, so that there are exactly (MP/4) PSK phases510
for ω′v−1 in each quadrant [13], [30]. Accordingly, the decision511
variable z′v−1 used for detecting ω′v−1 in (19) is given by:512
z′v−1 = ASDv−1
(
BSDv−1
)H
exp
(
j π
MP
)
, (20)
where we have ASDv−1 = l˜1,1ψ∗v−1 ¯∗v−1 ¯∗v−1Yv and BSDv−1 =513
−∑v−1t=1 l˜v−t+1,1 ¯∗t ¯∗t Yt .514
For a generic DQAM scheme, we may consider the M515
constellation points as M/4 groups of symmetric QPSK-like516
constellation points that are associated with the same magni-517
tudes but different polarities. Considering the 16-ADPSK(2,8)518
scheme as an example, the M = 16 constellation points are519
assigned to M/4 = 4 groups, as seen in Fig. 1. As a result,520
the four candidates for v−1 of (19) corresponding to the four521
QPSK-like constellation points in each group may always be522
expressed in the following form:523
v−1 = ±t Regv−1 ± t
I mg
v−1 −
∑BPS
¯kv=3 b˜ ¯kv La(b ¯kv), (21)
where the real and imaginary parts of z′v−1 are associated with524
La(b2) and La(b1), respectively:525
t
Reg
v−1 = A
g(z′v−1) −
La(b2)
2
,
t
I mg
v−1 = B
g(z′v−1) −
La(b1)
2
. (22)
The coordinates of the rotated MP PSK constellation points526
for ω′v−1, which are located in the first quadrant may be527

2
v−1 = −2 sin
(π
8
)
 (z′v−1)− 2 cos (π8 )(z′v−1) − La(b3) + La(b1) + La(b2)2 = −t Re2v−1 − t I m2v−1 − La(b3),

6
v−1 = 2 sin
(π
8
)
(z′v−1) − 2 cos
(π
8
)
(z′v−1) − La(b2) − La(b3) +
La(b1) + La(b2)
2
= t Re2v−1 − t I m2v−1 − La(b3),

10
v−1 = −2 sin
(π
8
)
(z′v−1) + 2 cos
(π
8
)
(z′v−1) − La(b1) − La(b3) +
La(b1) + La(b2)
2
= −t Re2v−1 + t I m2v−1 − La(b3),

14
v−1 = 2 sin
(π
8
)
(z′v−1) + 2 cos
(π
8
)
(z′v−1) − La(b1) − La(b2) − La(b3) +
La(b1) + La(b2)
2
= t Re2v−1 + t I m2v−1 − La(b3),
(23)
Fig. 1. Constellation diagram for detecting 16-ADPSK(2,8)’s data-carrying
symbols, where the 8PSK phases are rotated anti-clockwise by π/8 for the sake
of reduced-complexity detection design.
denoted by {(Ag, Bg)}MP/4−1g=0 , and we have A
g = 2Ag as 528
well as Bg = 2Bg in (22). The relationship between the 529
group index g = bin2dec(˜b3 · · · b˜BPS), the PSK phase group 530
index g = bin2dec(˜b3 · · · b˜BPSP ) and the ring-amplitude index 531
a = bin2dec(˜bBPSP+1 · · · b˜BPS) is given by {{g = g · MA + 532
a}MP/4−1g=0 }MA−1a=0 . 533
Considering the 16-ADPSK(2,8) example of Fig. 1, the four 534
candidates for v−1 of (19) for Group G2 may be expressed as 535
seen in (23), shown at the bottom of the page, which may all be 536
expressed in the form of (21) as 2,6,10,14v−1 = ±t Re2v−1 ± t I m2v−1 − 537
La(b3), where we have t Re2v−1 = 2 sin(π8 )(z′v−1) − La(b2)2 and 538
t I m2v−1 = 2 cos(π8 )(z′v−1) − La(b1)2 . 539
It may be observed that the only difference between the four 540
candidates of v−1 in (21) is the polarity of t Regv−1 and t
I mg
v−1 , This 541
allows us to directly obtain the local minimum metric of Group 542
Gg (g ∈ {0 . . . , M/4 − 1}) by simply evaluating: 543

g
v−1 = −
∣∣∣t Regv−1 ∣∣∣− ∣∣∣t I mgv−1 ∣∣∣−∑BPS
¯kv=3 b˜ ¯kv La(b ¯kv). (24)
As a result, instead of evaluating and comparing four metrics 544
according to the four constellation points in each group, only 545
the constellation point in the first quadrant is visited by the 546
one-step evaluation of (24). Moreover, after obtaining the M/4 547
local minima of each group according to (24), the global mini- 548
mum PED increment candidate for v−1 of (17) may be simply 549
given by: 550
v−1 = min∀g∈{0 ...,M/4−1}gv−1 + ˜av−1, (25)
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which is obtained by evaluating and comparing a reduced num-551
ber of M/4 metrics according to the M/4 constellation points552
in the first quadrant.553
Similar to [30], a Comparion Window (CW) may be intro-554
duced in order to invoke the Schnorr-Euchner search strategy,555
where the DQAM constellation points are visited in a zig-556
zag fashion. More explicitly, when the SD visits a specific557
index v for the first time, the CW stores the local minima558
{gv−1 + ˜av−1}M/4−1g=0 from all groups and produces the global559
minimum according to (25), which is represented by the “find-560
Best” subfunction of Table IV. When the SD re-visits a specific561
index v, the CW has to update a new local child node for the562
group which is the one that produced the previous global child563
node. A group may be marked ‘completed’ when all its four564
QPSK-like child nodes have been tested using a zigzag pattern.565
By contrast, each incomplete group may provide a local child566
node candidate in the CW, and the CW may once again produce567
the global child node according to (25). This strategy is repre-568
sented by the “findNext” subfunction of Table V. In summary,569
the soft-decision RC MSDSD algorithm designed for DPSK in570
Table I of [30] may be invoked for DQAM, but the subfunctions571
should be replaced by Tables IV and V of this paper.572
Owing to the fact that only M/4 candidates are evaluated573
and compared by the CW, up to 75% of the child nodes are574
avoided by our RC MSDSD design, which is verified by the575
examples portrayed in Fig. 2. It can be seen in Fig. 2 that with576
the same number of SD steps, the soft-decision RC MSDSD577
aided 16-DAPSK(2,8) using the Schnorr-Euchner algorithm of578
Tables IV and V visits a substantially reduced number of con-579
stellation points compared to the soft-decision MSDSD aided580
16-TDAPSKJM(2,8) invoking Table III.581
Moreover, as discussed in [30], the RC Schnorr-Euchner 582
algorithm of Tables IV and V avoids to invoke the sorting algo- 583
rithm as seen in line 5 of Table III, where the average number 584
of comparisons required by the classic sorting algorithms (e.g. 585
Bubble sort, Timsort, Library sort, etc.) [63], [64] is as high as 586
O(M log M). 587
C. RC MSDSD-IAP Algorithm 588
In order to further reduce the MSDSD complexity in coded 589
DQAM systems, we propose the RC MSDSD-IAP algorithm as 590
follows: 591
Step 1: An initial estimate of the phase matrix ¯P of (4) 592
may be obtained by the CDD as introduced in 593
[37]. Explicitly, the data-carrying phases are given 594
by ωˆv−1 = exp( j 2πMP pˇv−1), where we have pˇv−1 = 595
 MP2π  (YvYHv−1) for v ∈ {2, . . . , Nw}. Then the 596
transmitted phases in ˆ¯P may be obtained by ˆ¯v = 597
ωˆv−1 ˆ¯v−1 commencing from ˆ¯1 = 1. 598
Step 2: Upon obtaining ˆ¯P, the transmitted ring-amplitudes 599
1 and ¯A of (4) may be estimated by the Multiple- 600
Symbol Differential Amplitude Sphere Detection 601
(MSDASD) as: 602{
ˆ1,
ˆ¯A
}
= arg min∀1 min∀ ¯A d M SD ASD . (26)
where the MSDASD’s ED of d M SD ASD is given by 603
the MSDSD’s ED of (12) associated with the fixed 604
phases { ˆ¯v}Nwv=1 as: 605
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d M SD ASD =
∑Nw
v=1
∥∥∥∑v
t=1 l˜v−t+1,1
¯∗t ˆ¯∗t Yt
∥∥∥2
+ NR ln
(
21ρ0 + N0
)
+
∑Nw
v=2 v
−
∑Nw
v=2
∑BPS
¯kv=BPSP+1
[˜
b
¯kv La(b ¯kv) − Ca, ¯kv
]
. (27)
We note that the phase-related term of606
{−∑Nwv=2 ∑BPSP¯kv=1 [˜b ¯kv La(b ¯kv) − Ca, ¯kv ]} in (12)607
is omitted from (27). Explicitly, the MSDASD of608
(26) may obtain (min∀ ¯Ad M SD ASD) with the aid of609
the SD algorithm introduced in Sec. IV-A. Since610
all phases { ˆ¯v}Nwv=1 are known for the MSDASD,611
there are only a total of MA candidates for the PED612
increment seen in line 3 of Table III, which may be613
expressed as av−1 =
∥∥∥∑vt=1 l˜v−t+1,1 ¯∗t ˆ¯∗t Yt∥∥∥2 +614
v −∑BPS
¯kv=BPSP+1[˜b ¯kv La(b ¯kv) − Ca, ¯kv ].615
Step 3: After estimating the ring-amplitudes ˆ1, ˆ¯A and616
hence also obtaining ˆ¯O and ˆC = ˆ¯AH Rhh ˆ¯A + Rvv,617
the estimate of the MP PSK candidates may be618
Fig. 2. Example of soft-decision MSDSD aided 16-TDAPSKJM(2,8) invoking
the Schnorr-Euchner search strategy of Table III in comparison to soft-decision
RC MSDSD aided 16-DAPSK(2,8) invoking Tables IV and V, which are
recorded at SNR = 9 dB, fd = 0.03 and IA = 0.3, NR = 2 and Nw = 3.
improved by the Multiple-Symbol Differential 619
Phase Sphere Detection (MSDPSD) as: 620
ˆ¯P = arg min∀ ¯P d M SD P SD, (28)
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where the MSDPSD’s ED of d M SD P SD is given by621
the MSDSD’s ED of (12) associated with the fixed622
ˆ1,
ˆ¯A and { ˆ¯v}Nwv=1 as:623
d M SD P SD =
∑Nw
v=1
∥∥∥∑v
t=1 lNw−t+1,Nw−v+1
ˆ¯∗t ¯∗t Yt
∥∥∥2
−
∑Nw
v=2
∑BPSP
¯kv=1
[˜
b
¯k La(b ¯k) − Ca, ¯kv
]
.
(29)
In more detail, {{lNw−t+1,Nw−v+1}vt=1}Nwv=1 are624
elements in the lower triangular matrix L,625
which is decomposed from LLH = ˆC−1.626
Moreover, the ring-amplitude-related term627
of {NR ln
(
21ρ0 + N0
)+∑Nwv=2 v −628 ∑Nw
v=2
∑BPS
¯kv=BPSP+1[˜b ¯kv La(b ¯kv) − Ca, ¯kv ]} in629
the ED expression (12) is omitted from (29).630
It may be observed that the MSDPSD’s ED631
(29) is in the same form as (17) in [30], where632
the vector in (17) of [30] is now given by633
{{Ut,v = lNw−t+1,Nw−v+1 ˆ¯∗t Yt }vt=1}Nwv=1 according634
to (29), while the phase variables {s¯t }vt=1 in (17) of635
[30] correspond to { ¯t }vt=1 in (29). Therefore, the636
RC MSDSD aided DPSK of [30] may be directly637
invoked for the MSDPSD of (28).638
Step 4: In order to achieve a near-optimum MSDD perfor-639
mance, Step 2 and Step 3 may be repeated I RAP640
times. Finally, the ring-amplitude-related soft-bit641
decisions may be made by the MSDASD as:642
L p(bk) =
{
−d M SD ASDM AP + ¯d M SD ASDM AP , if bMAPk = 1,
− ¯d M SD ASDM AP + d M SD ASDM AP , if bMAPk = 0,
(30)
where d M SD ASDM AP = min∀1 min∀ ¯Ad M SD ASD643
is obtained by the MSDASD of (26) in Step644
2, while the corresponding hard-bit deci-645
sions {{bM APk }(v−1)BPSk=(v−2)BPS+BPSP+1}
Nw
v=2 are646
also recorded along with d M SD ASDM AP . Then647
¯d M SD ASDM AP = min∀1 min∀{ ¯A}bk= ¯bM APk d
M SD ASD
Nw in648
(30) may be obtained by invoking the MSDASD649
algorithm again for each L p(bk), where bk is650
fixed to be the flipped MAP decision ¯bM APk .651
Furthermore, the phase-related soft-bit decisions652
may be produced by the MSDPSD as:653
L p(bk) =
{
−d M SD P SDM AP + ¯d M SD P SDM AP , if bMAPk = 1,
− ¯d M SD P SDM AP + d M SD P SDM AP , if bMAPk = 0,
(31)
where d M SD P SDM AP = min∀ ¯Pd M SD P SD and the cor-654
responding {{bM APk }(v−2)BPS+BPSPk=(v−2)BPS+1 }Nwv=2 may be655
obtained by (28) in Step 3, while ¯d M SD P SDM AP =656
min∀{ ¯P}bk= ¯bM APk
d M SD P SD is obtained by invoking657
the MSDPSD algorithm again for soft-bit decisions658
{{L p(bk)}(v−2)BPS+BPSPk=(v−2)BPS+1 }Nwv=2, when the specific bit659
bk is fixed to be the flipped MAP decision ¯bM APk .660
Fig. 3. Example of soft-decision MSDD-IAP of [38] and the proposed soft-
decision RC MSDSD-IAP conceived for 64-DAPSK(4,16), which are recorded
at SNR = 9 dB, fd = 0.03 and IA = 0.3, NR = 2 and Nw = 3.
Fig. 3 exemplifies the comparison between the conventional 661
MSDD-IAP of [38] and the RC MSDSD-IAP conceived for 64- 662
DAPSK(4,16). It is evidenced by Fig. 3 that with the aid of 663
sphere decoding, the MSDASD effectively reduces the num- 664
ber of ring-amplitude candidates visited by the conventional 665
Multiple-Symbol Differential Amplitude Detection (MSDAD), 666
while with the aid of the RC MP PSK phase detection of [30], 667
the RC MSDPSD also successfully reduces the number of 668
MP PSK candidates visited by the conventional MSDPSD. 669
V. DECISION-FEEDBACK DIFFERENTIAL DETECTION 670
In order to conceive the DFDD that is equivalent to 671
MSDD/MSDSD operating in decision-feedback mode, the 672
MSDD of (7) may be revised for DFDD as: 673
L p(bk) = max∀{γNw−1,ωNw−1}bk=1d(γNw−1, ωNw−1)
− max∀{γNw−1,ωNw−1}bk=0d(γNw−1, ωNw−1), (32)
where the DFDD’s probability metric is given by toggling 674
the polarity of the MSDSD’s PED increment v−1 of (15) 675
associated with the index v = Nw as: 676
d(γNw−1, ωNw−1) = −‖l1,1 ˆ∗Nw−1 ˆ∗Nw−1YNw
+ ωNw−1ψNw−1
(∑Nw−1
t=1 lNw−t+1,1
ˆ∗t ˆ∗t Yt
)
‖2
− ˜Nw +
∑BPS
¯k=1 b˜ ¯k La(b ¯k). (33)
The variable ring-amplitude γNw−1 determines 677
{lNw−t+1,1}Nwt=1, ψNw−1 and ˜Nw in (33), where we have 678
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˜Nw = ln
[
(2Nw + N0) − e˜TNw C˜−1Nw−1˜eNw
]
. The constant ξNw679
in Nw as well as the constant ln C
Nw−1
A seen in (15) may be680
ignored by the DFDD.681
Furthermore, the first transmitted ring-amplitude 1 of each682
DFDD window should still be treated as a separate variable683
for the differential-amplitude DQAM schemes. More explicitly,684
for the differential-amplitude DQAM using (2), any erroneous685
decisions concerning 1 and {γt }v−1t=1 may degrade the deci-686
sion reliablility concerning v =
(∏v−1
t=1 γt
)
1. By contrast,687
according to (1), we always have v = γv−1 for the absolute-688
amplitude DQAM schemes, which do not have the error689
propagation problem. Therefore, for the differential-amplitude690
DQAM of DAPSK, TDAPSK and TDAPSKJM, the DFDD691
using the Max-Log-MAP of (33) may be revised as (34),692
shown at the bottom of the page, where the probability metric693
is given by the MSDSD’s ED of (12) associated with deci-694
sion feedback based on {xˆv = γˆvωˆv ˆψv}Nw−2v=1 and hence also on695
{sˆv = ˆv ˆv ˆv}Nw−1v=2 as (35), shown at the bottom of the page,696
where the constant of
∑Nw−1
v=2 [
∑(v−1)BPS
¯k=(v−2)BPS+1 b˜ ¯k La(b ¯k) −697
ln Cv−1A ] − ln C Nw−1A in the MSDSD’s ED of Eq. (12) is698
ignored. In this way, the potentially erroneous decision con-699
cerning Nw made during the current DFDD window will not700
degrade the following DFDD windows.701
We note that the conventional DFDD in [17], [26], [27]702
ignored the problem of having a ring-amplitude-dependent703
channel correlation matrix C = ¯AH Rhh ¯A + Rvv. More explic-704
itly, the DFDD probability metric for absolute-amplitude705
DQAM is given by [17]:706
d(xNw−1) = −
∥∥∥YNw − xNw−1 sˆNw−1ˆNw−1 [∑Nwt=1 wt Yt/(sˆt )]
∥∥∥2
1 + N0 − eTNw w
+
∑BPS
¯k=1 b˜ ¯k La(b ¯k), (36)
while that for differential DQAM is formulated as:707
d(xNw−1) = −
∥∥∥YNw − xNw−1sˆNw−1 [∑Nwt=1 wt Yt/(sˆt )]∥∥∥2
1 + N0 − eTNw w
+
∑BPS
¯k=1 b˜ ¯k La(b ¯k), (37)
L p(bk) = max∀1 max∀{γNw−1,ωNw−1}bk=1 d(1, γNw−1, ωNw−1) − max∀1max∀{γNw−1,ωNw−1}bk=0 d(1, γNw−1, ωNw−1), (34)
d(1, γNw−1, ωNw−1) =−
∥∥lNw,Nw Y1∥∥2 − ln (21ρ0 + N0)−∑Nw−1v=2 ∥∥∥∑vt=1 lNw−t+1,Nw−v+1 ˆ¯∗t ˆ¯∗t Yt∥∥∥2
−
∥∥∥∥l1,1 ˆ∗Nw−1 ˆ∗Nw−1YNw + ωNw−1ψNw−1 (∑Nw−1t=1 lNw−t+1,1 ˆ∗t ˆ∗t Yt
)∥∥∥∥2 −∑Nwv=2 ˜v +∑BPS¯k=1 b˜ ¯k La(b ¯k), (35)
C M SDDDC MC (SN R) =
∑MA−1
a=0
∑M(Nw−1)−1
i=0 E
{
log2
[
M(Nw−1)
∑MA−1
a˜=0 p(Y| ¯Si ,a˜)∑MA−1
a¯=0
∑M(Nw−1)−1
¯i=0 p(Y| ¯S¯i ,a¯)
]
| ¯S = ¯Si , 1 = a
}
(Nw − 1)MA M (Nw−1) , (38)
where the prediction-based filter taps are w = 708
[wNw−1, . . . , w1]T ={Toeplitz([ρ0, . . . , ρNw−2])+N0INw−1}−1 709
[ρ1, . . . , ρNw−1], which are directly given by the filter taps of 710
classic DPSK detection [24]. Consequently, a performance loss 711
is inevitable, when they are compared to the proposed DFDD 712
using (33) and (35). 713
VI. PERFORMANCE RESULTS 714
In this section, the DQAM detection results are examined 715
in RSC, TC as well as IRCC and URC coded systems, where 716
the simulation parameters are the same as those summarized 717
in Table V of [30]. We note that the MSDSD window-width 718
is set to be Nw = 4 in this paper. We will demonstrate that 719
MSDSD associated with Nw = 4 is a compelling choice for 720
DQAM in terms of its performance advantage over its coher- 721
ent QAM counterpart, when relying on realistic imperfect CSI 722
estimation in rapidly fading channels. 723
A. Suitable MSDSD Arrangements for Different DQAM 724
Constellations 725
First of all, the EXIT charts of DAPSK employing RC 726
MSDSD, RC SDD-MSDSD and RC HDD-MSDSD using 727
the RC MSDSD algorithm of Sec. IV-B are portayed in 728
Fig. 4(a), which demonstrate that SDD-MSDSD exhibits a bet- 729
ter performance compared to both MSDSD and HDD-MSDSD. 730
However, considering that SDD-MSDSD has to produce a soft 731
decision feedback, which only provides a small improvement 732
over MSDSD in Fig. 4(a), we opted for invoking the IAP 733
algorithm of Sec. IV-C for RC MSDSD in form of RC MSDSD- 734
IAP associated with I RAP = 1, which does not impose any 735
noticeable performance difference for DAPSK, as evidenced by 736
Fig. 4(a). 737
As a further insightful aspect, the accuracy of the extrinsic 738
LLRs produced by the MSDSD algorithms seen in Fig. 4(a) 739
are tested as portrayed in Fig. 4(b), where the two PDFs 740
{p(Le|b)}b={0,1} are obtained by estimating the histograms of 741
Le, with the source bits being b = {0, 1}. If the LLR defini- 742
tion of Le = ln p(Le|b=1)p(Le|b=0) is statistically accurate, then the LLRs 743
accuracy test may result in a diagonal line. However, the LLRs 744
produced by HDD-MSDSD aided DAPSK seen in Fig. 4(b) 745
exhibit a poor integrity. This is because that according to the 746
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Fig. 4. EXIT charts and LLR accuracy test of DAPSK employing RC MSDSD, RC SDD-MSDSD, RC HDD-MSDSD and RC MSDSD-IAP recorded at SNR = 9
dB and fd = 0.03, where we have NR = 2.
Fig. 5. BER performance comparison of RC MSDSD, RC SDD-MSDSD, RC
HDD-MSDSD and RC MSDSD-IAP, when they are employed for DAPSK
detection in TC coded system, where we have fd = 0.03 and NR = 2.
DAPSK’s differential encoding of (2), the potentially erroneous747
hard-decision feedback concerning 1 and {γt }v−1t=1 may degrade748
the accuracy of the following decisions on v =
(∏v−1
t=1 γt
)
1.749
The EXIT charts and LLRs accuracy analysis of Fig. 4 are750
confirmed by the BER performance of Fig. 5, which demon-751
strates that RC MSDSD, RC SDD-MSDSD and RC MSDSD-752
IAP perform similarly, but RC HDD-MSDSD performs much753
worse than its counterparts, where the BER curve of TC coded754
64-DAPSK(4,16) employing RC HDD-MSDSD cannot even755
be portrayed within our standard Eb/N0 range. Therefore, we756
conclude that RC MSDSD-IAP may be suggested for DAPSK.757
Moreover, we note that the Discrete-input Continuous-output758
Memoryless Channel (DCMC) capacity [14] of the MSDD759
aided DQAM systems is given by (38), shown at the bot-760
tom of the previous page, where p(Y| ¯Si , a) is given by761
(6), while we have {p(a˜) = p(a¯) = 1MA }∀˜a,∀a¯ . For the case762
of employing HDD-MSDD, the perfect decision feedback763
leads to {p(a˜) = p(a¯) = 1}˜a=a¯=a and {p(a˜) = p(a¯) =764
0}∀˜a =a,∀a¯ =a . The resultant DCMC capacity C H DD−M SDDDC MC may765
be revised from C M SDDDC MC of (38), where both
∑MA−1
a˜=0 and766
TABLE VI
SUMMARY OF SUITABLE MSDSD ARRANGEMENTS FOR DIFFERENT
DQAM CONSTELLATIONS
∑MA−1
a¯=0 are omitted, while both p(Y| ¯Si , a˜) and p(Y| ¯S¯i , a¯) 767
may be replaced by p(Y| ¯Si , a). According to the definitions 768
of extrinsic information IE = I (b; Le) and DCMC capacity 769
CDC MC = I ({ ¯S, 1}; Y), the area property of the EXIT charts 770
[65] may be expressed as ∫ 10 IE (SN R, IA)d IA ≈ C DC MC (SN R)BPS , 771
which implies that the area under the EXIT curve is approxi- 772
mately equal to the normalized DCMC capacity. The maximum 773
achievable rates seen in Fig. 5 are obtained based on this prop- 774
erty, which indicate the SNRs required for the half-rate channel 775
coded DQAM systems to achieve their full capacity of 0.5BPS. 776
It can be seen in Fig. 5 that the turbo detection performed by 777
exchanging extrinsic information between the TC decoder and 778
the MSDSD is capable of effectively exploiting the iteration 779
gain of the MSDSD portrayed by Fig. 4(a), which results in a 780
near-capacity performance. 781
The same analysis relying on EXIT charts, on the LLR accu- 782
racy test and on the BER performance may be carried out for 783
all DQAM constellations. Due to the journal’s space limit, we 784
directly offer our conclusions in Table VI. More explicitly, the 785
absolute-amplitude DQAM schemes of ADPSK, TADPSK and 786
TADPSKJM may employ the HDD family of MSDSD arrange- 787
ments. For example, the LLRs produced by RC HDD-MSDSD 788
aided ADPSK seen in Fig. 6(a) exhibit a good integrity. This 789
is because according to (1), the absolute-amplitude DQAM 790
schemes have v = γv−1, which do not cause error propaga- 791
tion. Furthermore, owing to the amplitude-phase correlation, 792
the twisted DQAM schemes of TADPSK and TDAPSK cannot 793
employ the IAP algorithm of Sec. IV-C, which is exempli- 794
fied by Fig. 6(b) for the case of RC HDD-MSDSD-IAP aided 795
TADPSK. Moreover, the joint-mapping DQAM schemes of 796
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Fig. 6. LLR accuracy test of ADPSK and TADPSK employing different MSDSD arrangements recorded at SNR = 9 dB, fd = 0.03 and NR = 2.
Fig. 7. EXIT charts and BER comparison between ADPSK employing RC HDD-MSDSD-IAP (Nw = 4, I RAP = 1) and DAPSK employing RC MSDSD-IAP
(Nw = 4, I RAP = 1), where we have fd = 0.03 and NR = 2.
TADPSKJM and TDAPSKJM can only employ the generic797
MSDSD algorithm of Sec. IV-A, which jointly detect the798
ring-amplitude and phase.799
B. Comparison Between DQAM Constellations800
First of all, Fig. 7 portrays comparison between ADPSK801
and DAPSK. More explicitly, the EXIT charts of Fig. 7(a)802
indicates that ADPSK outperforms DAPSK, which confirms803
the capacity results shown in [16]. Furthermore, the BER per-804
formance comparison of Fig. 7(b) explicitly demonstrates that805
16-ADPSK(2,8) outperforms its 16-DAPSK(2,8) counterpart in806
all three of the RSC, TC and RSC-URC coded systems.807
Fig. 8 further portrays our performance comparison between808
the classic ADPSK and its twisted counterparts of TADPSK809
and TADPSKJM. More explicitly, the EXIT charts of Fig. 8(a)810
demonstrate that the ADPSK, TADPSK and TADPSKJM811
exhibit a similar achievable rate, which is reflected by the area812
under the EXIT curves [65]. Nonetheless, TADPSK exhibits a813
slightly higher iteration gain than ADPSK, while TADPSKJM814
achieves the highest iteration gain, as demonstrated by Fig. 8(a).815
As a result, it is demonstrated by the BER performance of816
Fig. 8(b) that 16-TADPSKJM(2,8) outperforms its counterparts817
in RSC coded system, while 16-ADPSK(2,8) performs the best 818
in TC coded system. This is because that the steep EXIT curve 819
of TADPSKJM matches better the EXIT curve shape of RSC, 820
while the less steep EXIT curve of ADPSK matches better to 821
the horizontal EXIT curve of TC [14]. Furthermore, Fig. 8(b) 822
also shows that 16-TADPSK(2,8) may outperform its counter- 823
parts in IRCC and URC coded near-capacity system. Explicitly, 824
the number of iterations between the URC and MSDSD is given 825
by I RU RC−M SDSD = 2, which may not be sufficient for reap- 826
ing the full benefit of the high iteration gain of TDAPSKJM, but 827
unfortunately a higher I RU RC−M SDSD may not be affordable. 828
As a result, 16-TADPSKJM(2,8) performs the worst in IRCC 829
and URC coded system, as evidenced by Fig. 8(b). 830
In conclusion, ADPSK is a better choice than DAPSK in 831
channel coded systems, according to Fig. 7. Moreover, the 832
ADPSK’s twisted modulated counterparts of TADPSK and 833
TADPSKJM may exhibit their advantages in different coded 834
systems, as suggested by Fig. 8. 835
C. Comparison Between DQAM and DPSK 836
The performance comparison of Fig. 9 demonstrates that 837
both ADPSK and DAPSK substantially outperform their DPSK 838
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Fig. 8. EXIT charts and BER comparison between ADPSK employing RC HDD-MSDSD-IAP (Nw = 4, I RAP = 1), TADPSK employing RC HDD-MSDSD
(Nw = 4) and TADPSKJM employing HDD-MSDSD (Nw = 4), where we have fd = 0.03 and NR = 2.
Fig. 9. BER comparison between ADPSK employing RC HDD-MSDSD-
IAP (Nw = 4, I RAP = 1), DAPSK employing RC MSDSD-IAP (Nw = 4,
I RAP = 1) and DPSK employing RC MSDSD (Nw = 4) in TC coded sys-
tems, where we have fd = 0.03 and NR = 2.
counterparts. Explicitly, Fig. 9 shows that the RC HDD-839
MSDSD-IAP (Nw = 4, I RAP = 1) aided 16-ADPSK(2,8) out-840
performs RC MSDSD (Nw = 4) aided 16-DPSK of [30] by841
about 1.6 dB in TC systems, where we have NR = 2 and fd =842
0.03. This performance difference becomes a more substantial843
4.7 dB for M = 64, as seen in Fig. 9.844
Moreover, the complexity of our MSDSD algorithms is fur-845
ther quantified in terms of the total number of real-valued846
multiplications in Fig. 10. Explicitly, Fig. 10(a) demonstrates847
that the RC MSDSD algorithm of Sec. IV-B may offer a848
substantial 73.8% ∼ 80.7% complexity reduction compared to849
the generic MSDSD algorithm of Sec. IV-A. As a result, the850
MSDSD complexity becomes as low as that of the MSDD-IAP851
of [38], as seen in Fig. 10(a). Furthermore, it is demonstrated852
by Fig. 10(b) that the RC MSDSD-IAP of Sec. IV-C achieves853
an additional 61.8% ∼ 78.0% complexity reduction compared854
to the conventional MSDD-IAP of [38]. Consequently, the855
complexity of RC MSDSD-IAP aided DAPSK becomes com-856
parable to that of the RC MSDSD aided DPSK of [30], as857
evidenced by Fig. 10(b).858
Fig. 11 provides our complexity comparison of DQAM859
and DPSK schemes. Firstly, it is demonstrated by Fig. 11860
that among the absolute-amplitude DQAM schemes of861
ADPSK, TADPSK and TADPSKJM, the HDD-MSDSD aided 862
TADPSKJM of Sec. IV-A exhibits the highest complexity, 863
which is followed by the RC HDD-MSDSD aided TADPSK 864
of Sec. IV-B and then by the RC HDD-MSDSD-IAP aided 865
ADPSK of Sec. IV-C. Secondly, Fig. 11 also confirms that RC 866
MSDSD-IAP aided DAPSK exhibits a higher complexity than 867
RC HDD-MSDSD-IAP aided ADPSK, which avoided the com- 868
parison over 1. Last but not least, Fig. 11(a) shows that the 869
complexity of RC HDD-MSDSD-IAP (I RAP = 1) aided 16- 870
ADPSK(2,8) is similar to that of RC MSDSD aided 16-DPSK 871
of [30], while Fig. 11(b) demonstrates that the complexity of 872
RC HDD-MSDSD-IAP (I RAP = 1) aided 64-ADPSK(4,16) is 873
even lower than that of RC MSDSD aided 64-DPSK. This is 874
because the complexity order of the Schnorr-Euchner search 875
strategy of the RC MSDSD aided DPSK of [30] is given by 876
O(M/4), where only the M/4 constellation points in the first 877
quadrant are visited. Meanwhile, the complexity order for the 878
case of RC HDD-MSDSD-IAP (I RAP = 1) aided ADPSK 879
is given by O(MA + MP/4) according to Sec. IV-C. As a 880
result, we have O(MA + MP/4) = O(M/4) for M = 16 and 881
O(MA + MP/4) < O(M/4) for M = 64, which verifies our 882
complexity results of Fig. 11. 883
D. Comparison Between Coherent and Noncoherent Schemes 884
In this section, the important subject of coherent versus non- 885
coherent schemes is discussed. For the noncoherent ADPSK 886
scheme, RC HDD-Subset MSDSD-IAP is employed, where 887
the consecutive MSDSD windows are overlapped by NO L = 3 888
observations and the (NO L − 1 = 2) symbols detected at the 889
edges may be discarded, as suggested by [58]. For the coherent 890
Square QAM scheme, PSAM [7] associated with pilot spac- 891
ing of NP S and observation window width of NOW (number of 892
filter taps) is invoked for channel estimation. 893
Fig. 12 demonstrates that when fd is increased from 0.001 to 894
0.03, a severe deviation from the LLR definition emerges for the 895
extrinsic LLRs produced by the PSAM aided coherent 16QAM 896
detector. This is because the coherent detectors assume having 897
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Fig. 10. Complexity (real-valued multiplications) comparison between MSDSD of Sec. IV-A, RC MSDSD of Sec. IV-B, MSDD-IAP of [38] and RC MSDSD-
IAP of Sec. IV-C employed by 16-DAPSK(2,8). Complexity of RC MSDSD aided 16-DPSK of [30] is also portrayed. The results are recorded at SNR = 0 dB
and IA = 1, where we have fd = 0.03 and NR = 2.
Fig. 11. Complexity (real-valued multiplications) comparison between DQAM schemes employing their suitable MSDSD arrangements. Complexity of RC
MSDSD aided DPSK of [30] is also portrayed. The results are recorded at SNR = 0 dB and IA = 1, where we have fd = 0.03 and NR = 2.
Fig. 12. LLR accuracy test of PSAM aided Square 16QAM recorded at
Eb/N0 = 2 dB and IA = 0, where we have NR = 1. When we have fd = 0.03,
PSAM’s NP S is reduced to 12 in order to sample the channel more frequently,
while NOW is also reduced to 12, due to the weak temporal correlation.
perfect knowledge of the CSI, which is especially unrealistic,898
when the fading channel fluctuates rapidly.899
Finally, Fig. 13(a) demonstrates that when we have900
fd = 0.001, PSAM aided coherent 16QAM outperforms RC901
HDD-Subset MSDSD-IAP assisted 16-ADPSK(2,8) in the 902
RSC coded system, TC coded system as well as in the IRCC 903
and URC coded system. However, when we have fd = 0.03, 904
16-ADPSK(2,8) exhibits an impressive performance advantage 905
over coherently detected Square 16QAM, which is 0.5 dB and 906
0.9 dB in the context of our TC and IRCC-URC coded systems, 907
respectively, as evidenced by Fig. 13(b). 908
E. Performance Results for DFDD 909
The BER performance results of the proposed DFDD solu- 910
tions and the conventional DFDD solutions [17], [26], [27] are 911
compared in Fig. 14 in the context of TC coded ADPSK and 912
DAPSK systems. The DFDD window-width is set to Nw = 913
3, because any further performance improvement for Nw > 3 914
was shown to become negligible by our results not shown 915
in this paper due to the strict space limit. It can be seen 916
in Fig. 14 that the MSDSD solutions generally outperform 917
their DFDD counterparts. Nonetheless, Fig. 14 also demon- 918
strates that the proposed DFDD solutions substantially improve 919
the performance of the conventional DFDD solutions by 1.4 920
dB and 1.3 dB in TC coded ADPSK and DAPSK systems, 921
respectively. 922
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Fig. 13. BER performance comparison between RSC/TC/IRCC-URC coded PSAM aided Square 16QAM and its 16-ADPSK(2,8) counterpart employing RC
HDD-Subset MSDSD-IAP (Nw = 4, I RAP = 1), where we have NR = 2.
Fig. 14. BER performance results of TC coded DFDD (Nw = 3) aided ADPSK
and DAPSK, where we have NR = 2 and fd = 0.03. The proposed DFDD
solutions use the probability metrics of (33) and (35), while the conventional
DFDD solutions [17], [26], [27] use (36) and (37).
VII. CONCLUSIONS923
In this paper, we developed a comprehensive solution for924
the soft-decision DQAM detection in rapidly fading chan-925
nels. First of all, we proposed the original set, the HDD set926
and the SDD set of MSDD/MSDSD solutions, which respec-927
tively correspond to having no decision feedback, hard-decision928
feedback and soft-decision feedback on the first DQAM sym-929
bol’s ring-amplitude in each MSDD/MSDSD window. In this930
way, the potential error propagation problem in soft-decision931
DQAM’s ring-amplitude detection may be avoided. Secondly,932
we proposed to invoke soft-decision SD for both DQAM’s933
ring-amplitude and phase detection, which has not been seen934
in open literature. Thirdly, by exploring the symmetry pro-935
vided by Gray-labelled DQAM constellations, we proposed936
a RC MSDSD algorithm, which visit a reduced number of937
constellation points without imposing any performance loss.938
Fourthly, we further proposed a RC MSDSD-IAP algorithm,939
which separately and iteratively detecting the DQAM’s ring- 940
amplitudes and phases by two soft-decision SDs. Fifthly, we 941
developed the improved soft-decision DFDD solutions based 942
on the MSDD/MSDSD operating in decision-feedback mode, 943
which substantially outperfom the existing prediction-based 944
DFDD solutions that do not take into account the DQAM 945
ring-amplitudes’ effect on the channel’s correlation matrix. 946
With the aid of EXIT charts and LLR accuracy test, the 947
most suitable soft-decision MSDSD arrangements of different 948
DQAM constellations were suggested. Our simulation results 949
demonstrate that the absolute-amplitude ADPSK schemes out- 950
perform their differential-amplitude DAPSK counterparts in 951
coded systems. Furthermore, among the absolute-amplitude 952
DQAM schemes, ADPSK, TADPSK and TADPSKJM have a 953
better BER performance in TC coded, IRCC-and-URC coded 954
as well as RSC coded systems, respectively. Thanks to the 955
proposed reduced-complexity design, the RC HDD-MSDSD- 956
IAP aided ADPSK is capable of outperforming its MSDSD 957
aided DPSK counterparts in coded systems without imposing 958
a higher complexity. Moreover, our simulation results also ver- 959
ify that compared to coherent Square QAM relying on realistic 960
imperfect channel estimation, MSDSD aided DQAM is a more 961
suitable candidate for turbo detection assisted coded systems 962
operating in rapidly fading channels. 963
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Abstract—Turbo detection performed by exchanging extrin-8
sic information between the soft-decision QAM detector and the9
channel decoder is beneficial for the sake of exploring the bit10
dependency imposed both by modulation and by channel cod-11
ing. However, when the soft-decision coherent QAM detectors are12
provided with imperfect channel estimates in rapidly fading chan-13
nels, they tend to produce potentially unreliable LLRs that deviate14
from the true probabilities, which degrades the turbo detection15
performance. Against this background, in this paper, we propose16
a range of new soft-decision multiple-symbol differential sphere17
detection (MSDSD) and decision-feedback differential detection18
(DFDD) solutions for differential QAM (DQAM), which dispense19
with channel estimation in the face of rapidly fading channels.20
Our proposed design aims for solving the two inherent prob-21
lems in soft-decision DQAM detection design, which have also22
been the most substantial obstacle in the way of offering a solu-23
tion for turbo detected MSDSD aided differential MIMO schemes24
using QAM: 1) how to facilitate the soft-decision detection of the25
DQAM’s amplitudes, which—in contrast to the DPSK phases—do26
not form a unitary matrix, and 2) how to separate and stream-27
line the DQAM’s soft-decision amplitude and phase detectors.28
Our simulation results demonstrate that our proposed MSDSD29
aided DQAM solution is capable of substantially outperforming its30
MSDSD aided DPSK counterpart in coded systems without impos-31
ing a higher complexity. Moreover, our proposed DFDD aided32
DQAM solution is shown to outperform the conventional solutions33
in literature. Our discussions on the important subject of coherent34
versus noncoherent schemes suggest that compared to coherent35
square QAM relying on realistic imperfect channel estimation,36
MSDSD aided DQAM may be deemed as a better candidate for37
turbo detection assisted coded systems operating at high Doppler38
frequencies.
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I. INTRODUCTION 41
H IGH-COMPLEXITY joint channel- and data-estimation 42is capable of approaching the performance of perfect 43
channel estimation in slowly fading channels [1]–[6], but both 44
its complexity and pilot-overhead escalate in high-Doppler sce- 45
narios [7]. Moreover, in pursuit of an increased data-rate, the 46
high-order 64QAM and 256QAM schemes have been included 47
in the ITU-R IMT Advanced 4G standards [8] and in IEEE 48
802.11ac [9]. As the modulation order increases, the depen- 49
dency between the modulated bits is also increased. Therefore, 50
it is beneficial to exchange extrinsic information between a 51
soft-decision QAM detector and a channel decoder in turbo 52
detection assisted coded systems [10]–[14], so that the capacity 53
limits of the coded QAM systems may be closely approached. 54
However, when the soft-decision coherent demodulators are 55
provided with imperfect Channel State Information (CSI) in the 56
face of rapidly fading channels, they tend to produce potentially 57
unreliable LLRs that deviate from the true probabilities [14]. 58
This degrades the performance of turbo detection. By contrast, 59
the noncoherent detection of Differential QAM (DQAM) mit- 60
igates the above-mentioned problems, where the CSI does not 61
have to be estimated. 62
More explicitly, as an instantiation of Star QAM, the dif- 63
ferential encoding principle of DPSK was first applied to 64
DQAM’s phase only, while DQAM’s data-carrying amplitude 65
was directly transmitted in [15]. Without differential encod- 66
ing on amplitude, this transmission mechanism may be termed 67
as absolute-amplitude DQAM, which may include Absolute- 68
amplitude Differential Phase Shift Keying (ADPSK) [15], 69
Twisted ADPSK (TADPSK) [16] and TADPSK associated with 70
Joint Mapping (TADPSKJM) [17], where TADPSK introduces 71
a ring-amplitude-dependent phase rotation in order to increase 72
the Star QAM constellation distances, while TADPSKJM 73
jointly maps its bits to DQAM’s phase index and ring- 74
amplitude index in order to increase the correlation between 75
the two terms. Moreover, as a popular alternative, Differential 76
Amplitude Phase Shift Keying (DAPSK) [18] applies differ- 77
ential encoding both to the phase and to the ring-amplitude, 78
which constitutes the family of differential-amplitude DQAM 79
1536-1276 © 2016 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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schemes that may also include the constellation variants of80
Twisted DAPSK (TDAPSK) and TDAPSK associated with81
Joint Mapping (TDAPSKJM). In this paper, the notational form82
of M-DQAM(MA, MP ) is used for all the DQAM schemes,83
where M , MA and MP refer to the number of modulation lev-84
els, ring-amplitudes and phases, respectively. They have the85
relationship of M = MA MP .86
In the absence of CSI, the DQAM’s Conventional87
Differential Detection (CDD) suffers from a performance ero-88
sion compared to its coherent counterparts [18], [19]. In order to89
improve the CDD’s performance, Multiple-Symbol Differential90
Detection (MSDD) was conceived both for DPSK in [20]–91
[22] and for DQAM in [22]. More explicitly, the MSDD92
extends the CDD’s observation window width from Nw = 293
to Nw ≥ 2, where a total of (Nw − 1) data-carrying symbols94
are jointly detected. Consequently, the MSDD complexity may95
grow exponentially with Nw. In order to circumvent this prob-96
lem, Decision-Feedback Differential Detection (DFDD) was97
conceived for DPSK in [23], [24] and for DQAM in [17],98
[25]–[27], where the decision feedbacks concerning a total of99
(Nw − 2) data-carrying symbols are obtained from the previ-100
ous detection windows, so that only a single symbol has to101
be detected. However, the DFDD’s error propagation problem102
results in a performance loss. In order to retain the opti-103
mum MSDD performance, the concept of Multiple-Symbol104
Differential Sphere Detection (MSDSD) was proposed for105
DPSK in [28]–[30], where the Sphere Decoder (SD) was106
invoked for MSDD.107
Inspired by the technical breakthrough of Turbo Code108
(TC) [31], [32], soft-decision DQAM detection has also been109
developed throughout the last two decades. Explicitly, Trellis110
decoded DQAM using the Viterbi algorithm was proposed111
in [33]. Then, MSDD was invoked for DQAM in the context112
of multilevel coding in [34]. Moreover, a low-complexity113
soft-decision CDD was conceived for DAPSK in Rayleigh114
fading channels in [35], where the ring-amplitude and phase115
are separately detected. However, no iteration was invoked116
between the channel decoder and the DQAM detector in these117
contributions. In [36], the CDD aided DAPSK was employed118
for turbo detection, where the ring-amplitude and phase119
are jointly detected. This soft-decision CDD conceived for120
DAPSK was further streamlined in [37], where the authors also121
discovered that completely separately detecting the DAPSK’s122
ring-amplitude and phase may impose a performance loss,123
which is more substantial in coded systems. Furthermore,124
in [38], a new MSDD/MSDSD arrangement was proposed125
for soft-decision DAPSK detection, which may be termed as126
MSDD using Iterative Amplitude/Phase processing (MSDD-127
IAP). Explicitly, the MSDD-IAP of [38] invokes MSDD128
and MSDSD for detecting the DAPSK’s ring-amplitudes and129
phases, and then the two detectors may iteratively exchange130
their decisions in order to achieve the near-optimum MSDD131
performance. Against this background, at the time of writing,132
the soft-decision SD has not been invoked for the DQAM’s133
ring-amplitude detection. Furthermore, more soft-decision134
MSDSD arrangements have to be conceived, because the135
MSDD-IAP of [38] cannot be directly applied to all the136
aforementioned DQAM constellations.137
In recent years, the differential Multiple-Input Multiple- 138
Output (MIMO) schemes have attracted a lot of attention. More 139
explicitly, Differential Space-Time Modulation (DSTM) design 140
based on group codes was proposed in [39]–[41]. Moreover, 141
Differential Space-Time Block Codes (DSTBCs) were devel- 142
oped based on orthogonal code design principles in [42], [43]. 143
The DSTBCs were further developed for using QAM in [44]– 144
[46] and for employing both non-orthogonal as well as non- 145
unitary designs in [47]. Moreover, in pursuit of a higher rate, the 146
concept of Differential Linear Dispersion Code (DLDC) was 147
proposed in [48], which disperses a total of NQ real-valued 148
symbols with the aid of NQ Hermitian dispersion matrices, and 149
then the Cayley transform is used for converting the resultant 150
Hermitian matrix into a unitary matrix. Inspired by the DLDC 151
and the recently developed Spatial Modulation (SM) concept 152
[49], Differential Space-Time Shift Keying (DSTSK) was pro- 153
posed in [50], where a single one out of a total of NQ unitary 154
dispersion matrices is activated in order to disperse a single 155
complex-valued PSK/QAM symbol [50]–[52]. Furthermore, 156
the concept of Differential SM (DSM) was proposed in [53], 157
which may be viewed as a special case of DSTSK [54], where 158
only a single RF chain is employed at the DSM transmitter. The 159
DSM was further developed for using QAM in [55]. 160
Apart from these CDD aided differential MIMO schemes 161
operating in slowly fading channels, the hard-decision MSDD 162
aided DSTBC was developed in [56] for slowly fading chan- 163
nels, while the hard-decision MSDD aided DSTM was derived 164
in [57] for rapidly fading channels. Moreover, the hard-decision 165
DFDD aided DSTM and the hard-decision MSDSD aided 166
DSTM/DSTBC using PSK operating in rapidly fading channels 167
were proposed in [57] and [58], respectively. 168
At the time of writing, the employment of soft-decision 169
MSDSD/DFDD aided differential MIMO using QAM would 170
remain infeasible without solving the inherent soft-decision 171
DQAM’s amplitude detection problems. Let us consider the 172
hard-decision MSDSD aided DSTBC using QAM in [51] as 173
an example. In uncoded systems the amplitude of the first 174
DSTBC matrix transmitted in a MSDSD window, which does 175
not carry source information is estimated based on the decision- 176
feedback obtained from the previous MSDSD window in [51]. 177
However, in coded systems we observe that the potential error 178
propagation problem may severely erode the LLR reliabil- 179
ity of the soft-decision DQAM detection, which degrades the 180
turbo detection performance. Moreover, without reducing the 181
complexity of soft-decision DQAM detection, its extension to 182
differential MIMO schemes can hardly be affordable in turbo 183
detection assisted coded systems. 184
Against this background, in this paper, we opt to develop a 185
comprehensive solution for the soft-decision DQAM detection 186
in rapidly fading Single-Input Multiple-Output (SIMO) chan- 187
nels, which aims for solving the following two major problems: 188
(1) how to facilitate the soft-decision detection of the DQAM’s 189
amplitudes, which – in contrast to the DPSK phases – do not 190
form a unitary matrix; (2) how to separate and streamline 191
the DQAM’s soft-decision amplitude and phase detectors. The 192
soft-decision MSDSD arrangements proposed in this paper are 193
summarized in Table I. More explicitly, the novel contributions 194
of this paper are as follows: 195
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TABLE I
THE SOFT-DECISION MSDSD ARRANGEMENTS PROPOSED FOR DQAM IN THIS PAPER
TABLE II
MODULATION OF THE DQAM’S DATA-CARRYING SYMBOLS
1) First of all, we propose to invoke the soft-decision SD196
for both ring-amplitude and phase detection, which has
Q2
197
not been presented in the open literature. Depending on198
the specific treatment of the first DQAM symbol’s ampli-199
tude 1 of each MSDSD window, we propose the original200
set, the Hard-Decision-Directed (HDD) set and the Soft-201
Decision-Directed (SDD) set of MSDSD arrangements202
of Table I, where 1 is either detected as an unknown203
variable or alternatively, it is estimated based on hard-204
decision feedback or soft-decision feedback from the205
previous MSDSD window, respectively. We will demon-206
strate that both the original set and the SDD set are207
suitable for the differential-amplitude DQAM schemes of208
DAPSK, TDAPSK and TDAPSKJM, while the HDD set209
is a better choice for the absolute-amplitude schemes of210
ADPSK, TADPSK and TADPSKJM.211
2) Secondly, depending on the DQAM mapping technique,212
we propose three types of MSDSD arrangements using213
three new MSDSD algorithms, as seen in Table I.214
Explicitly, the first type of generic MSDSD arrange-215
ments in Table I may be invoked by the joint-mapping216
based DQAM schemes of TADPSKJM and TDAPSKJM.217
The second type of Reduced-Complexity (RC) MSDSD218
arrangements in Table I may be employed by the twisted219
DQAM of TADPSK and TDAPSK. Moreover, the third220
type of RC MSDSD arrangements using IAP in Table I,221
which separately and iteratively detect the DQAM’s ring-222
amplitudes and phases may be employed by ADPSK and223
DAPSK. Specifically, we will demonstrate that the RC224
HDD-MSDSD-IAP aided ADPSK is capable of outper-225
forming its MSDSD aided DPSK counterpart [30] without226
imposing a higher complexity.227
3) Furthermore, the important subject of coherent versus228
noncoherent detection is discussed. Our simulation results229
suggest that compared to the coherent Square QAM rely-230
ing on the classic Pilot Symbol Assisted Modulation231
(PSAM) [7], the DQAM schemes employing MSDSD232
may be deemed as a better candidate for turbo detec-233
tion aided coded systems operating at high Doppler234
frequencies.235
4) Moreover, we further propose improved soft-decision236
DFDD solutions conceived for DQAM, which are237
equivalent to the MSDD/MSDSD operating in238
decision-feedback mode. We will demonstrate that 239
the proposed DFDD solutions outperform the con- 240
ventional prediction-based DFDD solutions of [17], 241
[25]–[27]. 242
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The DQAM 243
constellations and their notations are introduced in Sec. II. The 244
soft-decision MSDD is configured for DQAM in Sec. III, where 245
the concepts of HDD and SDD are introduced. The three new 246
soft-decision MSDSD algorithms are proposed in Sec. IV, and 247
the improved soft-decision DFDD solutions are developed in 248
Sec. V. Our simulation results are provided in Sec. VI, while 249
our conclusions are offered in Sec. VII. 250
II. DQAM CONSTELLATIONS 251
The mapping of the DQAM data-carrying symbols x and 252
transmitted symbols s is summarized in Table II, where the 253
notations γ , ω and ψ represent the ring-amplitude, phase 254
and ring-amplitude-dependent phase rotation of x , respectively. 255
Hence we have x = γωψ . Similarly, the notations ,  and 256
 represent the ring-amplitude, phase and ring-amplitude- 257
dependent phase rotation of s, respectively, where we have s = 258
. The modulation index m = bin2dec(b1 · · · bBPS), ring- 259
amplitude index a = bin2dec(bBPSP+1 · · · bBPS) and phase 260
index p = bin2dec(b1 · · · bBPSP ) are Gray coded indices mˇ, aˇ 261
and pˇ, respectively. Moreover, for Star QAM, the notations α 262
and β =
∑MA−1
μ=0 α2μ
MA respectively represent the ring ratio and 263
constellation normalization factor. The advantageous choices 264
in Rayleigh fading channels are α = 2.0 for twin-ring Star 265
QAM [59] [60] and α = 1.4 for quadruple-ring Star QAM [33], 266
respectively. 267
As seen in Table II, the ADPSK scheme [15], [16] invokes 268
the absolute-amplitude differential encoding process as: Q3269
sn = 1|sn−1| xn−1sn−1, (1)
which starts from s1 = 1√β . More explicitly, the ADPSK’s data- 270
carrying symbols xn−1 in (1) are modulated as Star QAM 271
symbols as seen in Table II, and then thanks to the normaliza- 272
tion of 1|sn−1| in (1), the transmitted symbols always have the 273
absolute-amplitude of n = |sn| = |xn−1| = γn−1. 274
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By contrast, the DAPSK scheme [18], [37] invokes the dif-275
ferential encoding process in the same way as the classic276
DPSK as:277
sn = xn−1sn−1, (2)
which also starts from s1 = 1√β . More explicitly, the278
DAPSK’s transmitted symbols sn in (2) are encoded to be279
Star QAM symbols as sn = nn = αμn√β exp( j 2πMP qn), where280
the transmitted symbol’s ring-amplitude and phase indices281
are given by [μn = (aˇ + μn−1) mod MA] and [qn = ( pˇ +282
qn−1) mod MP ], respectively. As a result, the modulation of283
the DAPSK’s data-carrying symbol xn−1 in (2) is determined284
both by the data-carrying modulation index m as well as by the285
previous transmitted ring-amplitude n−1 = αμn−1√β , as seen in286
Table II.287
Based on the classic ADPSK and DAPSK, four DQAM288
variants in literature are also considered in Table II. More289
explicitly, the TADPSK and TDAPSK schemes impose a ring-290
amplitude-dependent phase rotation to the ADPSK and DAPSK291
schemes, respectively [16], [17]. Moreover, the TADPSKJM and292
TDAPSKJM schemes jointly modulate the ring-amplitude and293
phase for the TADPSK and TDAPSK schemes, respectively, as294
suggested in [16], [17]. We will demonstrate later that a higher295
correlation between the ring-amplitude and phase may improve296
the iteration gain on the EXIT charts, which may result in a297
performance advantage in specific coded systems.298
III. MULTIPLE-SYMBOL DIFFERENTIAL DETECTION299
First of all, the signal received by the NR antennas may300
be modelled as Yn = snHn + Vn , where the NR-element row-301
vectors Yn , Hn and Vn model the received signal, the Rayleigh302
fading and AWGN, respectively. Then the Nw observations may303
be modelled by the MSDD as:304
Y = SH + V = APOH + V, (3)
where Y = [YTNw , YTNw−1, . . . , YT1 ]T , H = [HTNw , HTNw−1, . . . ,305
HT1 ]T and V = [VTNw , VTNw−1, . . . , VT1 ]T are of size (Nw ×306
NR). Moreover, S = diag{
[
sNw , sNw−1, . . . , s1
]}, A = diag307
{[Nw , Nw−1, . . . , 1]}, P = diag{[Nw ,Nw−1, . . . , 1]}308
and O = diag{[Nw ,Nw−1, . . . , 1]} in (3) are all of size309
(Nw × Nw). We note that O is an identity matrix for the310
ADPSK and DAPSK schemes. The MSDD aims for detecting311
the (Nw − 1) data-carrying symbols {xv}Nw−1v=1 , rather than312
the Nw transmitted symbols {sv}Nwv=1. Therefore, the reference313
symbol s1 = 111 should be separated from the transmitted314
symbols seen in (3) following it, which leads to:315
Y = ¯S ¯H + V = ¯A ¯P ¯O ¯H + V, (4)
where the vth diagonal element in ¯P is given by ¯v = v∗1,316
which leads to ¯1 = 1 and ¯v = ωv−1 ¯v−1 = ∏v−1t=1 ωt for317
v > 1. Similarly, the vth diagonal element in ¯O is given by ¯v =318
v
∗
1 , which leads to ¯1 = 1 and ¯v = ψv−1 ¯v−1 =
∏v−1
t=1 ψt319
for v > 1. As a result, the vth row in ¯H is given by ¯Hv =320
11Hv, where the constant phase 11 does not change321
the correlations between fading samples, i.e. E
{
HHv Hv′
} = 322
E
{
¯HHv ¯Hv′
}
. However, unlike 1 and 1, the value of 1 does 323
affect the MSDD decision. Therefore, when ¯A in (3) is detected 324
by the MSDD, 1 is considered as a known term, which is either 325
obtained based on previous MSDD decisions or detected sepa- 326
rately as an unknown variable. As a result, there are M (Nw−1)A 327
combinations for ¯A in (3). Specifically, for the absolute- 328
amplitude ADPSK/TADPSK/TADPSKJM using (1), the vth 329
diagonal element in ¯A is given by v = γv−1. By contrast, 330
for the differential-amplitude DAPSK/TDAPSK/TDAPSKJM 331
using (2), we have v = γv−1v−1 =
(∏v−1
t=1 γt
)
1. 332
Based on (4), the MSDD may invoke the optimum Log-MAP 333
[14], [61] as: 334
L p(bk) = ln
∑
∀1∈
{
αμ1√
β
}MA−1
μ1=0
∑
∀ ¯S∈ ¯Sbk=1 p(Y|1, ¯S)p(1)p( ¯S)∑
∀1∈
{
αμ1√
β
}MA−1
μ1=0
∑
∀ ¯S∈ ¯Sbk=0 p(Y|1, ¯S)p(1)p( ¯S)
= La(bk) + Le(bk), (5)
where L p(bk), Le(bk) and La(bk) represent the a posteriori 335
LLR and the extrinsic LLR produced by the MSDD as well as 336
the a priori LLR gleaned from a channel decoder, respectively, 337
while the subsets ¯Sbk=1 and ¯Sbk=0 refer to the MSDD combina- 338
tion sets associated with ¯S = ¯A ¯P ¯O of (4), with the specific bit 339
bk being fixed to 1 and 0, respectively. Furthermore, the prob- 340
ability of receiving Y given 1 and ¯S is formulated as [21], 341
[22], [28]: 342
p(Y|1, ¯S) =
exp
{
−rvec(Y)R−1Y Y [rvec(Y)]H
}
π NR Nw det(RY Y )
, (6)
where the operation rvec(Y) forms a NR Nw-element row- 343
vector by taking the rows of Y one-by-one. As a result, 344
the correlation matrix seen in (6) is given by RY Y = 345
E
{[rvec(Y)]H rvec(Y)} = ( ¯OH ¯PH C ¯P ¯O) ⊗ INR , where both ¯P 346
and ¯O are unitary matrices, while the operation ⊗ rep- 347
resents the Kronecker product. Moreover, the (Nw × Nw)- 348
element channel correlation matrix C is given by C = 349
¯AH Rhh ¯A + Rvv, where the fading correlation matrix Rhh = 350
Toeplitz([ ρ0 ρ1 · · · ρNw−1 ]) and the AWGN correlation 351
matrix Rvv = N0INw are the same as in the case of DPSK using 352
NR = 1 in [28], [29]. However, since ¯A is not a unitary matrix, 353
it cannot be separated from C for DQAM detection. 354
The low-complexity Max-Log-MAP algorithm may be 355
invoked by the MSDD for the sake of simplifying the Log-MAP 356
of (5), and it is given by [61]: 357
L p(bk) = max∀1∈
{
αμ1√
β
}MA−1
μ1=0
max∀ ¯S∈ ¯Sbk=1 d(1,
¯S)
− max∀1∈
{
αμ1√
β
}MA−1
μ1=0
max∀ ¯S∈ ¯Sbk=0 d(1,
¯S). (7)
Based on (6), the probability metric seen in (7) may be 358
expressed as: 359
d(1, ¯S) = −tr
(
YH ¯P ¯OC−1 ¯OH ¯PH Y
)
− NR ln[det(C)]
+
∑(Nw−1)BPS
¯k=1 b˜ ¯k La(b ¯k), (8)
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where the determinant in (6) is given by det(RY Y ) = det(C)NR ,360
while {˜b
¯k}(Nw−1)BPS¯k=1 denotes the bit mapping corresponding to361
the MSDD candidate ¯S.362
Moreover, instead of assuming that 1 is an equiprobable363
variable in (7), soft-decision feedback on {p(1)}∀1 may be364
obtained from the previous MSDD window, which leads us to a365
SDD-MSDD. In more detail, d(1, ¯S) of (8) may be modified366
to take {p(1)}∀1 into account as:367
d(1, ¯S) = −tr
(
YH ¯P ¯OC−1 ¯OH ¯PH Y
)
− NR ln[det(C)]
+
∑(Nw−1)BPS
¯k=1 b˜ ¯k La(b ¯k) + ln[p(1)]. (9)
The probabilities may be updated according to {ln [p(Nw)] =368
max∀ ¯A∈〈∀1,Nw 〉d(1,
¯S)}, where the ring-amplitudes 1 and369
Nw transmitted both at the start and end of the MSDD window370
may represent trellis states 〈1, Nw 〉, while the data-carrying371
ring-amplitudes ¯A govern the state transition. As a result, all372
initial states ∀1 and all transitions ∀ ¯A that lead to the spe-373
cific trellis termination state of Nw have to be taken into374
account for evaluating ln
[
p(Nw)
]
. Then the newly updated375
{ln p(Nw)}∀Nw may be passed on to the next MSDD window376
as {ln p(1)}∀1 .377
If the hard-decision on ˆ1 is fed back from the previous378
MSDD window, then a HDD-MSDD invoking the Max-Log-379
MAP may be simply formulated as:380
L p(bk) = max∀ ¯S∈ ¯Sbk=1
d( ˆ1, ¯S) − max∀ ¯S∈ ¯Sbk=0
d( ˆ1, ¯S), (10)
where the hard-decision concerning ˆNw may be passed on to381
the next MSDD window as ˆ1.382
IV. MULTIPLE-SYMBOL DIFFERENTIAL SPHERE383
DETECTION384
A. Generic MSDSD Algorithm385
Similar to MSDSD aided DPSK of [29], [30], SD may be386
invoked for MSDD aided DQAM using the Max-Log-MAP of387
(7), where the maximization is converted to minimization as:388
L p(bk) = min∀1∈
{
αμ1√
β
}MA−1
μ1= 0
min∀ ¯S∈ ¯Sbk=1 d
− min∀1∈
{
αμ1√
β
}MA−1
μ1= 0
min∀ ¯S∈ ¯Sbk=0 d, (11)
while the probability metrics should be guaranteed to have389
positive values as:390
d =
∑Nw
v=1
∥∥∥∑v
t=1 l˜v−t+1,1
¯∗t ¯∗t Yt
∥∥∥2 + NR ln (21ρ0 + N0)
+ NR
∑Nw
v=2 ln
[(
2vρ0 + N0
)
− e˜Tv C˜−1v−1˜ev
]
−
∑Nw
v=2 ξv−1 −
∑Nw
v=2
∑BPS
¯kv=1
[˜
b
¯kv La
(
b
¯kv
)− Ca, ¯kv] .
(12)
In more detail, firstly, the trace term in (8) may be evaluated391
by tr(YH ¯P ¯OC−1 ¯OH ¯PH Y)=‖LT ¯OH ¯PH Y‖2 = ∑Nwv=1 ∥∥∑vt=1392
lNw−t+1,Nw−v+1 ¯∗t ¯∗t Yt
∥∥2
, where {{lNw−t+1,Nw−v+1}vt=1}Nwv=1393
are elements in the lower triangular matrix L, which is obtained 394
from the decomposition of C−1 = LLT . We note that both 395
C = ¯AH Rhh ¯A + Rvv and L remain unknown, until all ring- 396
amplitudes in ¯A are detected. In order to solve this problem 397
by invoking SD, we define the (v × v)-element partial channel 398
correlation matrix C˜v, which may be evaluated with the aid of 399
the SD’s previous decisions concerning {t }v−1t=1 and a single 400
variable v as: 401
C˜v =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
2vρ0 + N0 vv−1ρ1 · · · v1ρv−1
v−1vρ1 2v−1ρ0 + N0 · · · v−11ρv−2
...
...
. . .
...
1vρv−1 1v−1ρv−2 · · · 21ρ0 + N0
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦
=
[
2vρ0 + N0 e˜Tv
e˜v C˜v−1
]
, (13)
while the (v − 1)-element column-vector e˜v in (13) is given 402
by e˜v = [vv−1ρ1, . . . , v1ρv−1]T . It can be readily seen 403
that C˜v is a submatrix of C, but they become equal, when 404
the SD index is increased to v = Nw. As a result, we also 405
have the relationship of {lNw−t+1,Nw−v+1 = l˜v−t+1,1}vt=1, 406
where {˜lv−t+1,1}vt=1 are elements in the (v × v)-element lower 407
triangular matrix L˜v, which is a submatrix of L, and L˜v may 408
be directly obtained from the submatrix decomposition of 409
L˜vL˜Tv = C˜−1v . Secondly, according to the Leibniz formula 410
[62], the determinant of C˜v in (13) may be evaluated by 411
det(C˜v) = det(C˜v−1)[(2vρ0 + N0) − e˜Tv C˜−1v−1˜ev]. Therefore, 412
the complete determinant term NR ln[det(C)] in (8) may be 413
evaluated by NR ln[det(C˜1)] + NR ∑Nwv=2 ln[(2vρ0 + N0)− 414
e˜Tv C˜−1v−1˜ev], where the initial term is given by NR ln 415
[det(C˜1)] = NR ln
(
21ρ0 + N0
)
, as seen in (12). Thirdly, 416
the constant of ξv−1 = min∀1···∀v NR ln[(2vρ0 + N0) − 417
e˜Tv C˜−1v−1˜ev] and the constant of Ca, ¯kv = 12
[|La(b ¯kv)| + La(b ¯kv)] 418
are artificially added in order to maintain a non-negative 419
Euclidean Distance (ED) in (13), as discussed in the con- 420
text of (17) in [30]. We note that adding the constants 421
of
∑Nw
v=2(ξv−1 − Ca, ¯kv) to the MSDD metric of (8) does 422
not impose any performance difference, and the constants 423
{ξv−1}Nwv=2 may be obtained by brute-force search in an off-line 424
fashion before performing MSDSD. 425
As a result, based on (12), the SD’s Partial ED (PED) may be 426
defined as: 427
dv =
∥∥lNw,Nw Y1∥∥2 + NR ln (21ρ0 + N0)
+
∑v
v¯=2
∥∥∥∑v¯
t=1 l˜v¯−t+1,1
¯∗t ¯∗t Yt
∥∥∥2 +∑v
v¯=2 v¯
−
∑v
v¯=2
∑BPS
¯kv¯=1
[˜
b
¯kv¯ La(b ¯kv¯) − Ca, ¯kv¯
]
= dv−1 + v−1. (14)
where the PED increment is given by: 428
v−1
=
∥∥∥∥˜l1,1 ¯∗v−1 ¯∗v−1Yv + ωv−1ψv−1(∑v−1t=1 l˜v−t+1,1 ¯∗t ¯∗t Yt
)∥∥∥∥2
+ v −
∑BPS
¯kv=1
[˜
b
¯kv La(b ¯kv) − Ca, ¯kv
]
, (15)
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TABLE III
PSEUDOCODE FOR THE SCHNORR–EUCHNER SEARCH STRATEGY TAILORED FOR SOFT-DECISION MSDSD AIDED DQAM
while the determinant term is defined as v = NR ln[(2vρ0 +429
N0) − e˜Tv C˜−1v−1˜ev] − ξv−1.430
Based on the PED of (14), the MSDSD algorithm of [29]431
may be invoked, but its ”sortDelta” subfunction should be432
revised as summarized in Table III, where the subscript m ∈433
{0, . . . , M − 1} represents the data-carrying constellation point434
index which may be directly translated back to binary source435
bits as [b1 · · · bBPS] = dec2bin(m). Furthermore, the subscript436
m ∈ {0, . . . , M − 1} represents the constellation point index437
ordered according to the increasing values of PED increment438
v−1. We note that the MSDD model of (3) stores received439
signal vectors in a reverse order compared to the one seen in440
[29] in order to detect the phases according to v = ωv−1v−1,441
instead of detecting them backwards as v−1 = ω∗v−1v. As a442
result, the MSDSD algorithm of [29] may now commence from443
index v = 2 and update the sphere radius at index v = Nw. The444
child node counter nv−1 in Table III has the revised range of445
0 ≤ nv−1 ≤ (M − 1) throughout the SD search, which accords446
with the range of the constellation point index m. Moreover,447
similar to the pseudo-code presented in [29], the MSDSD may448
initialize the PED as d1 = 0 for the sake of simplicity, but449
the 1-related term d1 =
∥∥lNw,Nw Y1∥∥2 + NR ln (21ρ0 + N0)450
in (14) should be added to the SD’s output radius before com-451
paring EDs over 1 as seen in (11). It is also worth noting that452
a total of
∑Nw
v=1 M
v
A candidates for {L˜v}Nwv=2 and {v}Nwv=2 seen in453
(15) may be pre-evaluated and pre-stored in an off-line fashion,454
before performing MSDSD. The memory required for storing455
{L˜v}Nwv=2 and {v}Nwv=2 is small compared to that of MSDD.456
Therefore, the optimum ED is given by dM AP =457
min∀1
(
min∀ ¯Sd
)
, where
(
min∀ ¯Sd
)
is found by the SD458
without the MSDD full search, while the corresponding459
hard-bit decisions {bM APk }(Nw−1)B P Sk=1 may also be obtained460
along with dM AP . Following this, the Max-Log-MAP of (11)461
may now be completed by:462
L p(bk) =
{
−dM AP + ¯dM AP , if bMAPk = 1,
− ¯dM AP + dM AP , if bMAPk = 0,
(16)
where ¯dM AP is obtained by invoking the SD again for463
evaluating each L p(bk), where the specific bit bk is fixed464
to be the toggled MAP decision ¯bM APk , i.e. we have465
¯dM AP = min∀1(min∀{ ¯S}bk= ¯bM APk d). As a result, the SD is466
invoked a total of MA[1 + (Nw − 1)BPS] times for producing467
{L p(bk)}(Nw−1)BPSk=1 of (16). As suggested in [30], the repeated 468
SD calculations may be avoided by labelling the previously 469
visited nodes and storing their PED metrics. 470
Moreover, both HDD-MSDD and SDD-MSDD of Sec. III 471
may be implemented as HDD-MSDSD and SDD-MSDSD, 472
respectively. For HDD-MSDSD, ˆ1 is known from previous 473
MSDSD window. Therefore, HDD-MSDSD may also produce 474
L p(bk) in the same way as MSDSD of (16), except that 475
the comparisons over the different 1 values for obtaining 476
dM AP and ¯dM AP in (16) may be eliminated, and there is no 477
need to evaluate the 1-related term d1 =
∥∥lNw,Nw Y1∥∥2 + 478
ln
(
21ρ0 + N0
)
. By contrast, for SDD-MSDSD, the 1-related 479
term has to take p(1) into account as d1 =
∥∥lNw,Nw Y1∥∥2 + 480
ln
(
21ρ0 + N0
)+ ln [p(1)]. In order to obtain 481
{ln [p(1)]}∀1 , the SD’s visited EDs d may be utilized for 482
evaluating ln
[
p(Nw)
] = max∀ ¯A∈〈∀1,Nw 〉d(1, ¯S), where we 483
have {d(1, ¯S) = −d}∀1,∀ ¯A. Following this, {ln p(Nw)}∀Nw 484
may become {ln p(1)}∀1 for the next MSDSD window. 485
Apart from the extra term of {ln [p(1)]}∀1 , SDD-MSDSD 486
may proceed in the same way as MSDSD of (16). 487
B. RC MSDSD Algorithm 488
It was proposed in [30] that by exploring the constella- 489
tion symmetry provided by the MP PSK scheme’s Gray-coded 490
labelling, the number of constellation points visited by the SD’s 491
Schnorr-Euchner search strategy may be significantly reduced 492
for the soft-decision MSDSD aided DPSK. In this section, we 493
further conceive RC design for a range of DQAM constel- 494
lations, including DAPSK, TDAPSK, ADPSK and TADPSK, 495
which modulate the ring-amplitude and phase separately, so 496
that their MP PSK phase detection may be performed in the 497
same way as the RC DPSK detection of [30]. First of all, let 498
us rewrite the PED increment of (15) as: 499
v−1 = ˜v−1 + v−1, (17)
where the ring-amplitude-related term ˜v−1 derived from (15) 500
is given by: 501
˜v−1 =
∥∥˜l1,1Yv∥∥2 + ∥∥∥∥∑v−1t=1 l˜v−t+1,1 ¯∗t ¯∗t Yt
∥∥∥∥2
+ v + Ca,v−1 − La(b1) + La(b2)2 , (18)
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while we have the constant Ca,v−1 = ∑BPS
¯kv=1 Ca, ¯kv . We note502
that ˜v−1 of (18) is invariant over the different phase candi-503
dates for ωv−1 in (15). Furthermore, the MP PSK-related term504
v−1 seen in (17) is given by:505
v−1 = −2
[
(ω′v−1)∗z′v−1
]−∑BPS
¯kv=1 b˜ ¯kv La(b ¯kv)
+ La(b1) + La(b2)
2
= −2(ω′v−1)(z′v−1) − 2(ω′v−1)(z′v−1)
−
∑BPS
¯kv=1 b˜ ¯kv La(b ¯kv) +
La(b1) + La(b2)
2
, (19)
where (·) and (·) take the real part and the imaginary506
part of a complex number. In (19), we deliberately rotate507
all the detected MP PSK constellations (except for the spe-508
cial case of MP = 2) anti-clockwise by (π/MP ) as ω′v−1 =509
ωv−1 exp
(
j πMP
)
, so that there are exactly (MP/4) PSK phases510
for ω′v−1 in each quadrant [13], [30]. Accordingly, the decision511
variable z′v−1 used for detecting ω′v−1 in (19) is given by:512
z′v−1 = ASDv−1
(
BSDv−1
)H
exp
(
j π
MP
)
, (20)
where we have ASDv−1 = l˜1,1ψ∗v−1 ¯∗v−1 ¯∗v−1Yv and BSDv−1 =513
−∑v−1t=1 l˜v−t+1,1 ¯∗t ¯∗t Yt .514
For a generic DQAM scheme, we may consider the M515
constellation points as M/4 groups of symmetric QPSK-like516
constellation points that are associated with the same magni-517
tudes but different polarities. Considering the 16-ADPSK(2,8)518
scheme as an example, the M = 16 constellation points are519
assigned to M/4 = 4 groups, as seen in Fig. 1. As a result,520
the four candidates for v−1 of (19) corresponding to the four521
QPSK-like constellation points in each group may always be522
expressed in the following form:523
v−1 = ±t Regv−1 ± t
I mg
v−1 −
∑BPS
¯kv=3 b˜ ¯kv La(b ¯kv), (21)
where the real and imaginary parts of z′v−1 are associated with524
La(b2) and La(b1), respectively:525
t
Reg
v−1 = A
g(z′v−1) −
La(b2)
2
,
t
I mg
v−1 = B
g(z′v−1) −
La(b1)
2
. (22)
The coordinates of the rotated MP PSK constellation points526
for ω′v−1, which are located in the first quadrant may be527

2
v−1 = −2 sin
(π
8
)
 (z′v−1)− 2 cos (π8 )(z′v−1) − La(b3) + La(b1) + La(b2)2 = −t Re2v−1 − t I m2v−1 − La(b3),

6
v−1 = 2 sin
(π
8
)
(z′v−1) − 2 cos
(π
8
)
(z′v−1) − La(b2) − La(b3) +
La(b1) + La(b2)
2
= t Re2v−1 − t I m2v−1 − La(b3),

10
v−1 = −2 sin
(π
8
)
(z′v−1) + 2 cos
(π
8
)
(z′v−1) − La(b1) − La(b3) +
La(b1) + La(b2)
2
= −t Re2v−1 + t I m2v−1 − La(b3),

14
v−1 = 2 sin
(π
8
)
(z′v−1) + 2 cos
(π
8
)
(z′v−1) − La(b1) − La(b2) − La(b3) +
La(b1) + La(b2)
2
= t Re2v−1 + t I m2v−1 − La(b3),
(23)
Fig. 1. Constellation diagram for detecting 16-ADPSK(2,8)’s data-carrying
symbols, where the 8PSK phases are rotated anti-clockwise by π/8 for the sake
of reduced-complexity detection design.
denoted by {(Ag, Bg)}MP/4−1g=0 , and we have A
g = 2Ag as 528
well as Bg = 2Bg in (22). The relationship between the 529
group index g = bin2dec(˜b3 · · · b˜BPS), the PSK phase group 530
index g = bin2dec(˜b3 · · · b˜BPSP ) and the ring-amplitude index 531
a = bin2dec(˜bBPSP+1 · · · b˜BPS) is given by {{g = g · MA + 532
a}MP/4−1g=0 }MA−1a=0 . 533
Considering the 16-ADPSK(2,8) example of Fig. 1, the four 534
candidates for v−1 of (19) for Group G2 may be expressed as 535
seen in (23), shown at the bottom of the page, which may all be 536
expressed in the form of (21) as 2,6,10,14v−1 = ±t Re2v−1 ± t I m2v−1 − 537
La(b3), where we have t Re2v−1 = 2 sin(π8 )(z′v−1) − La(b2)2 and 538
t I m2v−1 = 2 cos(π8 )(z′v−1) − La(b1)2 . 539
It may be observed that the only difference between the four 540
candidates of v−1 in (21) is the polarity of t Regv−1 and t
I mg
v−1 , This 541
allows us to directly obtain the local minimum metric of Group 542
Gg (g ∈ {0 . . . , M/4 − 1}) by simply evaluating: 543

g
v−1 = −
∣∣∣t Regv−1 ∣∣∣− ∣∣∣t I mgv−1 ∣∣∣−∑BPS
¯kv=3 b˜ ¯kv La(b ¯kv). (24)
As a result, instead of evaluating and comparing four metrics 544
according to the four constellation points in each group, only 545
the constellation point in the first quadrant is visited by the 546
one-step evaluation of (24). Moreover, after obtaining the M/4 547
local minima of each group according to (24), the global mini- 548
mum PED increment candidate for v−1 of (17) may be simply 549
given by: 550
v−1 = min∀g∈{0 ...,M/4−1}gv−1 + ˜av−1, (25)
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TABLE IV
PSEUDO-CODE FOR THE SCHNORR–EUCHNER SEARCH STRATEGY TAILORED FOR SOFT-DECISION RC MSDSD AIDED DQAM (PART I)
which is obtained by evaluating and comparing a reduced num-551
ber of M/4 metrics according to the M/4 constellation points552
in the first quadrant.553
Similar to [30], a Comparion Window (CW) may be intro-554
duced in order to invoke the Schnorr-Euchner search strategy,555
where the DQAM constellation points are visited in a zig-556
zag fashion. More explicitly, when the SD visits a specific557
index v for the first time, the CW stores the local minima558
{gv−1 + ˜av−1}M/4−1g=0 from all groups and produces the global559
minimum according to (25), which is represented by the “find-560
Best” subfunction of Table IV. When the SD re-visits a specific561
index v, the CW has to update a new local child node for the562
group which is the one that produced the previous global child563
node. A group may be marked ‘completed’ when all its four564
QPSK-like child nodes have been tested using a zigzag pattern.565
By contrast, each incomplete group may provide a local child566
node candidate in the CW, and the CW may once again produce567
the global child node according to (25). This strategy is repre-568
sented by the “findNext” subfunction of Table V. In summary,569
the soft-decision RC MSDSD algorithm designed for DPSK in570
Table I of [30] may be invoked for DQAM, but the subfunctions571
should be replaced by Tables IV and V of this paper.572
Owing to the fact that only M/4 candidates are evaluated573
and compared by the CW, up to 75% of the child nodes are574
avoided by our RC MSDSD design, which is verified by the575
examples portrayed in Fig. 2. It can be seen in Fig. 2 that with576
the same number of SD steps, the soft-decision RC MSDSD577
aided 16-DAPSK(2,8) using the Schnorr-Euchner algorithm of578
Tables IV and V visits a substantially reduced number of con-579
stellation points compared to the soft-decision MSDSD aided580
16-TDAPSKJM(2,8) invoking Table III.581
Moreover, as discussed in [30], the RC Schnorr-Euchner 582
algorithm of Tables IV and V avoids to invoke the sorting algo- 583
rithm as seen in line 5 of Table III, where the average number 584
of comparisons required by the classic sorting algorithms (e.g. 585
Bubble sort, Timsort, Library sort, etc.) [63], [64] is as high as 586
O(M log M). 587
C. RC MSDSD-IAP Algorithm 588
In order to further reduce the MSDSD complexity in coded 589
DQAM systems, we propose the RC MSDSD-IAP algorithm as 590
follows: 591
Step 1: An initial estimate of the phase matrix ¯P of (4) 592
may be obtained by the CDD as introduced in 593
[37]. Explicitly, the data-carrying phases are given 594
by ωˆv−1 = exp( j 2πMP pˇv−1), where we have pˇv−1 = 595
 MP2π  (YvYHv−1) for v ∈ {2, . . . , Nw}. Then the 596
transmitted phases in ˆ¯P may be obtained by ˆ¯v = 597
ωˆv−1 ˆ¯v−1 commencing from ˆ¯1 = 1. 598
Step 2: Upon obtaining ˆ¯P, the transmitted ring-amplitudes 599
1 and ¯A of (4) may be estimated by the Multiple- 600
Symbol Differential Amplitude Sphere Detection 601
(MSDASD) as: 602{
ˆ1,
ˆ¯A
}
= arg min∀1 min∀ ¯A d M SD ASD . (26)
where the MSDASD’s ED of d M SD ASD is given by 603
the MSDSD’s ED of (12) associated with the fixed 604
phases { ˆ¯v}Nwv=1 as: 605
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TABLE V
PSEUDO-CODE FOR THE SCHNORR–EUCHNER SEARCH STRATEGY TAILORED FOR SOFT-DECISION RC MSDSD AIDED DQAM (PART II)
d M SD ASD =
∑Nw
v=1
∥∥∥∑v
t=1 l˜v−t+1,1
¯∗t ˆ¯∗t Yt
∥∥∥2
+ NR ln
(
21ρ0 + N0
)
+
∑Nw
v=2 v
−
∑Nw
v=2
∑BPS
¯kv=BPSP+1
[˜
b
¯kv La(b ¯kv) − Ca, ¯kv
]
. (27)
We note that the phase-related term of606
{−∑Nwv=2 ∑BPSP¯kv=1 [˜b ¯kv La(b ¯kv) − Ca, ¯kv ]} in (12)607
is omitted from (27). Explicitly, the MSDASD of608
(26) may obtain (min∀ ¯Ad M SD ASD) with the aid of609
the SD algorithm introduced in Sec. IV-A. Since610
all phases { ˆ¯v}Nwv=1 are known for the MSDASD,611
there are only a total of MA candidates for the PED612
increment seen in line 3 of Table III, which may be613
expressed as av−1 =
∥∥∥∑vt=1 l˜v−t+1,1 ¯∗t ˆ¯∗t Yt∥∥∥2 +614
v −∑BPS
¯kv=BPSP+1[˜b ¯kv La(b ¯kv) − Ca, ¯kv ].615
Step 3: After estimating the ring-amplitudes ˆ1, ˆ¯A and616
hence also obtaining ˆ¯O and ˆC = ˆ¯AH Rhh ˆ¯A + Rvv,617
the estimate of the MP PSK candidates may be618
Fig. 2. Example of soft-decision MSDSD aided 16-TDAPSKJM(2,8) invoking
the Schnorr-Euchner search strategy of Table III in comparison to soft-decision
RC MSDSD aided 16-DAPSK(2,8) invoking Tables IV and V, which are
recorded at SNR = 9 dB, fd = 0.03 and IA = 0.3, NR = 2 and Nw = 3.
improved by the Multiple-Symbol Differential 619
Phase Sphere Detection (MSDPSD) as: 620
ˆ¯P = arg min∀ ¯P d M SD P SD, (28)
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where the MSDPSD’s ED of d M SD P SD is given by621
the MSDSD’s ED of (12) associated with the fixed622
ˆ1,
ˆ¯A and { ˆ¯v}Nwv=1 as:623
d M SD P SD =
∑Nw
v=1
∥∥∥∑v
t=1 lNw−t+1,Nw−v+1
ˆ¯∗t ¯∗t Yt
∥∥∥2
−
∑Nw
v=2
∑BPSP
¯kv=1
[˜
b
¯k La(b ¯k) − Ca, ¯kv
]
.
(29)
In more detail, {{lNw−t+1,Nw−v+1}vt=1}Nwv=1 are624
elements in the lower triangular matrix L,625
which is decomposed from LLH = ˆC−1.626
Moreover, the ring-amplitude-related term627
of {NR ln
(
21ρ0 + N0
)+∑Nwv=2 v −628 ∑Nw
v=2
∑BPS
¯kv=BPSP+1[˜b ¯kv La(b ¯kv) − Ca, ¯kv ]} in629
the ED expression (12) is omitted from (29).630
It may be observed that the MSDPSD’s ED631
(29) is in the same form as (17) in [30], where632
the vector in (17) of [30] is now given by633
{{Ut,v = lNw−t+1,Nw−v+1 ˆ¯∗t Yt }vt=1}Nwv=1 according634
to (29), while the phase variables {s¯t }vt=1 in (17) of635
[30] correspond to { ¯t }vt=1 in (29). Therefore, the636
RC MSDSD aided DPSK of [30] may be directly637
invoked for the MSDPSD of (28).638
Step 4: In order to achieve a near-optimum MSDD perfor-639
mance, Step 2 and Step 3 may be repeated I RAP640
times. Finally, the ring-amplitude-related soft-bit641
decisions may be made by the MSDASD as:642
L p(bk) =
{
−d M SD ASDM AP + ¯d M SD ASDM AP , if bMAPk = 1,
− ¯d M SD ASDM AP + d M SD ASDM AP , if bMAPk = 0,
(30)
where d M SD ASDM AP = min∀1 min∀ ¯Ad M SD ASD643
is obtained by the MSDASD of (26) in Step644
2, while the corresponding hard-bit deci-645
sions {{bM APk }(v−1)BPSk=(v−2)BPS+BPSP+1}
Nw
v=2 are646
also recorded along with d M SD ASDM AP . Then647
¯d M SD ASDM AP = min∀1 min∀{ ¯A}bk= ¯bM APk d
M SD ASD
Nw in648
(30) may be obtained by invoking the MSDASD649
algorithm again for each L p(bk), where bk is650
fixed to be the flipped MAP decision ¯bM APk .651
Furthermore, the phase-related soft-bit decisions652
may be produced by the MSDPSD as:653
L p(bk) =
{
−d M SD P SDM AP + ¯d M SD P SDM AP , if bMAPk = 1,
− ¯d M SD P SDM AP + d M SD P SDM AP , if bMAPk = 0,
(31)
where d M SD P SDM AP = min∀ ¯Pd M SD P SD and the cor-654
responding {{bM APk }(v−2)BPS+BPSPk=(v−2)BPS+1 }Nwv=2 may be655
obtained by (28) in Step 3, while ¯d M SD P SDM AP =656
min∀{ ¯P}bk= ¯bM APk
d M SD P SD is obtained by invoking657
the MSDPSD algorithm again for soft-bit decisions658
{{L p(bk)}(v−2)BPS+BPSPk=(v−2)BPS+1 }Nwv=2, when the specific bit659
bk is fixed to be the flipped MAP decision ¯bM APk .660
Fig. 3. Example of soft-decision MSDD-IAP of [38] and the proposed soft-
decision RC MSDSD-IAP conceived for 64-DAPSK(4,16), which are recorded
at SNR = 9 dB, fd = 0.03 and IA = 0.3, NR = 2 and Nw = 3.
Fig. 3 exemplifies the comparison between the conventional 661
MSDD-IAP of [38] and the RC MSDSD-IAP conceived for 64- 662
DAPSK(4,16). It is evidenced by Fig. 3 that with the aid of 663
sphere decoding, the MSDASD effectively reduces the num- 664
ber of ring-amplitude candidates visited by the conventional 665
Multiple-Symbol Differential Amplitude Detection (MSDAD), 666
while with the aid of the RC MP PSK phase detection of [30], 667
the RC MSDPSD also successfully reduces the number of 668
MP PSK candidates visited by the conventional MSDPSD. 669
V. DECISION-FEEDBACK DIFFERENTIAL DETECTION 670
In order to conceive the DFDD that is equivalent to 671
MSDD/MSDSD operating in decision-feedback mode, the 672
MSDD of (7) may be revised for DFDD as: 673
L p(bk) = max∀{γNw−1,ωNw−1}bk=1d(γNw−1, ωNw−1)
− max∀{γNw−1,ωNw−1}bk=0d(γNw−1, ωNw−1), (32)
where the DFDD’s probability metric is given by toggling 674
the polarity of the MSDSD’s PED increment v−1 of (15) 675
associated with the index v = Nw as: 676
d(γNw−1, ωNw−1) = −‖l1,1 ˆ∗Nw−1 ˆ∗Nw−1YNw
+ ωNw−1ψNw−1
(∑Nw−1
t=1 lNw−t+1,1
ˆ∗t ˆ∗t Yt
)
‖2
− ˜Nw +
∑BPS
¯k=1 b˜ ¯k La(b ¯k). (33)
The variable ring-amplitude γNw−1 determines 677
{lNw−t+1,1}Nwt=1, ψNw−1 and ˜Nw in (33), where we have 678
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˜Nw = ln
[
(2Nw + N0) − e˜TNw C˜−1Nw−1˜eNw
]
. The constant ξNw679
in Nw as well as the constant ln C
Nw−1
A seen in (15) may be680
ignored by the DFDD.681
Furthermore, the first transmitted ring-amplitude 1 of each682
DFDD window should still be treated as a separate variable683
for the differential-amplitude DQAM schemes. More explicitly,684
for the differential-amplitude DQAM using (2), any erroneous685
decisions concerning 1 and {γt }v−1t=1 may degrade the deci-686
sion reliablility concerning v =
(∏v−1
t=1 γt
)
1. By contrast,687
according to (1), we always have v = γv−1 for the absolute-688
amplitude DQAM schemes, which do not have the error689
propagation problem. Therefore, for the differential-amplitude690
DQAM of DAPSK, TDAPSK and TDAPSKJM, the DFDD691
using the Max-Log-MAP of (33) may be revised as (34),692
shown at the bottom of the page, where the probability metric693
is given by the MSDSD’s ED of (12) associated with deci-694
sion feedback based on {xˆv = γˆvωˆv ˆψv}Nw−2v=1 and hence also on695
{sˆv = ˆv ˆv ˆv}Nw−1v=2 as (35), shown at the bottom of the page,696
where the constant of
∑Nw−1
v=2 [
∑(v−1)BPS
¯k=(v−2)BPS+1 b˜ ¯k La(b ¯k) −697
ln Cv−1A ] − ln C Nw−1A in the MSDSD’s ED of Eq. (12) is698
ignored. In this way, the potentially erroneous decision con-699
cerning Nw made during the current DFDD window will not700
degrade the following DFDD windows.701
We note that the conventional DFDD in [17], [26], [27]702
ignored the problem of having a ring-amplitude-dependent703
channel correlation matrix C = ¯AH Rhh ¯A + Rvv. More explic-704
itly, the DFDD probability metric for absolute-amplitude705
DQAM is given by [17]:706
d(xNw−1) = −
∥∥∥YNw − xNw−1 sˆNw−1ˆNw−1 [∑Nwt=1 wt Yt/(sˆt )]
∥∥∥2
1 + N0 − eTNw w
+
∑BPS
¯k=1 b˜ ¯k La(b ¯k), (36)
while that for differential DQAM is formulated as:707
d(xNw−1) = −
∥∥∥YNw − xNw−1sˆNw−1 [∑Nwt=1 wt Yt/(sˆt )]∥∥∥2
1 + N0 − eTNw w
+
∑BPS
¯k=1 b˜ ¯k La(b ¯k), (37)
L p(bk) = max∀1 max∀{γNw−1,ωNw−1}bk=1 d(1, γNw−1, ωNw−1) − max∀1max∀{γNw−1,ωNw−1}bk=0 d(1, γNw−1, ωNw−1), (34)
d(1, γNw−1, ωNw−1) =−
∥∥lNw,Nw Y1∥∥2 − ln (21ρ0 + N0)−∑Nw−1v=2 ∥∥∥∑vt=1 lNw−t+1,Nw−v+1 ˆ¯∗t ˆ¯∗t Yt∥∥∥2
−
∥∥∥∥l1,1 ˆ∗Nw−1 ˆ∗Nw−1YNw + ωNw−1ψNw−1 (∑Nw−1t=1 lNw−t+1,1 ˆ∗t ˆ∗t Yt
)∥∥∥∥2 −∑Nwv=2 ˜v +∑BPS¯k=1 b˜ ¯k La(b ¯k), (35)
C M SDDDC MC (SN R) =
∑MA−1
a=0
∑M(Nw−1)−1
i=0 E
{
log2
[
M(Nw−1)
∑MA−1
a˜=0 p(Y| ¯Si ,a˜)∑MA−1
a¯=0
∑M(Nw−1)−1
¯i=0 p(Y| ¯S¯i ,a¯)
]
| ¯S = ¯Si , 1 = a
}
(Nw − 1)MA M (Nw−1) , (38)
where the prediction-based filter taps are w = 708
[wNw−1, . . . , w1]T ={Toeplitz([ρ0, . . . , ρNw−2])+N0INw−1}−1 709
[ρ1, . . . , ρNw−1], which are directly given by the filter taps of 710
classic DPSK detection [24]. Consequently, a performance loss 711
is inevitable, when they are compared to the proposed DFDD 712
using (33) and (35). 713
VI. PERFORMANCE RESULTS 714
In this section, the DQAM detection results are examined 715
in RSC, TC as well as IRCC and URC coded systems, where 716
the simulation parameters are the same as those summarized 717
in Table V of [30]. We note that the MSDSD window-width 718
is set to be Nw = 4 in this paper. We will demonstrate that 719
MSDSD associated with Nw = 4 is a compelling choice for 720
DQAM in terms of its performance advantage over its coher- 721
ent QAM counterpart, when relying on realistic imperfect CSI 722
estimation in rapidly fading channels. 723
A. Suitable MSDSD Arrangements for Different DQAM 724
Constellations 725
First of all, the EXIT charts of DAPSK employing RC 726
MSDSD, RC SDD-MSDSD and RC HDD-MSDSD using 727
the RC MSDSD algorithm of Sec. IV-B are portayed in 728
Fig. 4(a), which demonstrate that SDD-MSDSD exhibits a bet- 729
ter performance compared to both MSDSD and HDD-MSDSD. 730
However, considering that SDD-MSDSD has to produce a soft 731
decision feedback, which only provides a small improvement 732
over MSDSD in Fig. 4(a), we opted for invoking the IAP 733
algorithm of Sec. IV-C for RC MSDSD in form of RC MSDSD- 734
IAP associated with I RAP = 1, which does not impose any 735
noticeable performance difference for DAPSK, as evidenced by 736
Fig. 4(a). 737
As a further insightful aspect, the accuracy of the extrinsic 738
LLRs produced by the MSDSD algorithms seen in Fig. 4(a) 739
are tested as portrayed in Fig. 4(b), where the two PDFs 740
{p(Le|b)}b={0,1} are obtained by estimating the histograms of 741
Le, with the source bits being b = {0, 1}. If the LLR defini- 742
tion of Le = ln p(Le|b=1)p(Le|b=0) is statistically accurate, then the LLRs 743
accuracy test may result in a diagonal line. However, the LLRs 744
produced by HDD-MSDSD aided DAPSK seen in Fig. 4(b) 745
exhibit a poor integrity. This is because that according to the 746
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Fig. 4. EXIT charts and LLR accuracy test of DAPSK employing RC MSDSD, RC SDD-MSDSD, RC HDD-MSDSD and RC MSDSD-IAP recorded at SNR = 9
dB and fd = 0.03, where we have NR = 2.
Fig. 5. BER performance comparison of RC MSDSD, RC SDD-MSDSD, RC
HDD-MSDSD and RC MSDSD-IAP, when they are employed for DAPSK
detection in TC coded system, where we have fd = 0.03 and NR = 2.
DAPSK’s differential encoding of (2), the potentially erroneous747
hard-decision feedback concerning 1 and {γt }v−1t=1 may degrade748
the accuracy of the following decisions on v =
(∏v−1
t=1 γt
)
1.749
The EXIT charts and LLRs accuracy analysis of Fig. 4 are750
confirmed by the BER performance of Fig. 5, which demon-751
strates that RC MSDSD, RC SDD-MSDSD and RC MSDSD-752
IAP perform similarly, but RC HDD-MSDSD performs much753
worse than its counterparts, where the BER curve of TC coded754
64-DAPSK(4,16) employing RC HDD-MSDSD cannot even755
be portrayed within our standard Eb/N0 range. Therefore, we756
conclude that RC MSDSD-IAP may be suggested for DAPSK.757
Moreover, we note that the Discrete-input Continuous-output758
Memoryless Channel (DCMC) capacity [14] of the MSDD759
aided DQAM systems is given by (38), shown at the bot-760
tom of the previous page, where p(Y| ¯Si , a) is given by761
(6), while we have {p(a˜) = p(a¯) = 1MA }∀˜a,∀a¯ . For the case762
of employing HDD-MSDD, the perfect decision feedback763
leads to {p(a˜) = p(a¯) = 1}˜a=a¯=a and {p(a˜) = p(a¯) =764
0}∀˜a =a,∀a¯ =a . The resultant DCMC capacity C H DD−M SDDDC MC may765
be revised from C M SDDDC MC of (38), where both
∑MA−1
a˜=0 and766
TABLE VI
SUMMARY OF SUITABLE MSDSD ARRANGEMENTS FOR DIFFERENT
DQAM CONSTELLATIONS
∑MA−1
a¯=0 are omitted, while both p(Y| ¯Si , a˜) and p(Y| ¯S¯i , a¯) 767
may be replaced by p(Y| ¯Si , a). According to the definitions 768
of extrinsic information IE = I (b; Le) and DCMC capacity 769
CDC MC = I ({ ¯S, 1}; Y), the area property of the EXIT charts 770
[65] may be expressed as ∫ 10 IE (SN R, IA)d IA ≈ C DC MC (SN R)BPS , 771
which implies that the area under the EXIT curve is approxi- 772
mately equal to the normalized DCMC capacity. The maximum 773
achievable rates seen in Fig. 5 are obtained based on this prop- 774
erty, which indicate the SNRs required for the half-rate channel 775
coded DQAM systems to achieve their full capacity of 0.5BPS. 776
It can be seen in Fig. 5 that the turbo detection performed by 777
exchanging extrinsic information between the TC decoder and 778
the MSDSD is capable of effectively exploiting the iteration 779
gain of the MSDSD portrayed by Fig. 4(a), which results in a 780
near-capacity performance. 781
The same analysis relying on EXIT charts, on the LLR accu- 782
racy test and on the BER performance may be carried out for 783
all DQAM constellations. Due to the journal’s space limit, we 784
directly offer our conclusions in Table VI. More explicitly, the 785
absolute-amplitude DQAM schemes of ADPSK, TADPSK and 786
TADPSKJM may employ the HDD family of MSDSD arrange- 787
ments. For example, the LLRs produced by RC HDD-MSDSD 788
aided ADPSK seen in Fig. 6(a) exhibit a good integrity. This 789
is because according to (1), the absolute-amplitude DQAM 790
schemes have v = γv−1, which do not cause error propaga- 791
tion. Furthermore, owing to the amplitude-phase correlation, 792
the twisted DQAM schemes of TADPSK and TDAPSK cannot 793
employ the IAP algorithm of Sec. IV-C, which is exempli- 794
fied by Fig. 6(b) for the case of RC HDD-MSDSD-IAP aided 795
TADPSK. Moreover, the joint-mapping DQAM schemes of 796
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Fig. 6. LLR accuracy test of ADPSK and TADPSK employing different MSDSD arrangements recorded at SNR = 9 dB, fd = 0.03 and NR = 2.
Fig. 7. EXIT charts and BER comparison between ADPSK employing RC HDD-MSDSD-IAP (Nw = 4, I RAP = 1) and DAPSK employing RC MSDSD-IAP
(Nw = 4, I RAP = 1), where we have fd = 0.03 and NR = 2.
TADPSKJM and TDAPSKJM can only employ the generic797
MSDSD algorithm of Sec. IV-A, which jointly detect the798
ring-amplitude and phase.799
B. Comparison Between DQAM Constellations800
First of all, Fig. 7 portrays comparison between ADPSK801
and DAPSK. More explicitly, the EXIT charts of Fig. 7(a)802
indicates that ADPSK outperforms DAPSK, which confirms803
the capacity results shown in [16]. Furthermore, the BER per-804
formance comparison of Fig. 7(b) explicitly demonstrates that805
16-ADPSK(2,8) outperforms its 16-DAPSK(2,8) counterpart in806
all three of the RSC, TC and RSC-URC coded systems.807
Fig. 8 further portrays our performance comparison between808
the classic ADPSK and its twisted counterparts of TADPSK809
and TADPSKJM. More explicitly, the EXIT charts of Fig. 8(a)810
demonstrate that the ADPSK, TADPSK and TADPSKJM811
exhibit a similar achievable rate, which is reflected by the area812
under the EXIT curves [65]. Nonetheless, TADPSK exhibits a813
slightly higher iteration gain than ADPSK, while TADPSKJM814
achieves the highest iteration gain, as demonstrated by Fig. 8(a).815
As a result, it is demonstrated by the BER performance of816
Fig. 8(b) that 16-TADPSKJM(2,8) outperforms its counterparts817
in RSC coded system, while 16-ADPSK(2,8) performs the best 818
in TC coded system. This is because that the steep EXIT curve 819
of TADPSKJM matches better the EXIT curve shape of RSC, 820
while the less steep EXIT curve of ADPSK matches better to 821
the horizontal EXIT curve of TC [14]. Furthermore, Fig. 8(b) 822
also shows that 16-TADPSK(2,8) may outperform its counter- 823
parts in IRCC and URC coded near-capacity system. Explicitly, 824
the number of iterations between the URC and MSDSD is given 825
by I RU RC−M SDSD = 2, which may not be sufficient for reap- 826
ing the full benefit of the high iteration gain of TDAPSKJM, but 827
unfortunately a higher I RU RC−M SDSD may not be affordable. 828
As a result, 16-TADPSKJM(2,8) performs the worst in IRCC 829
and URC coded system, as evidenced by Fig. 8(b). 830
In conclusion, ADPSK is a better choice than DAPSK in 831
channel coded systems, according to Fig. 7. Moreover, the 832
ADPSK’s twisted modulated counterparts of TADPSK and 833
TADPSKJM may exhibit their advantages in different coded 834
systems, as suggested by Fig. 8. 835
C. Comparison Between DQAM and DPSK 836
The performance comparison of Fig. 9 demonstrates that 837
both ADPSK and DAPSK substantially outperform their DPSK 838
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Fig. 8. EXIT charts and BER comparison between ADPSK employing RC HDD-MSDSD-IAP (Nw = 4, I RAP = 1), TADPSK employing RC HDD-MSDSD
(Nw = 4) and TADPSKJM employing HDD-MSDSD (Nw = 4), where we have fd = 0.03 and NR = 2.
Fig. 9. BER comparison between ADPSK employing RC HDD-MSDSD-
IAP (Nw = 4, I RAP = 1), DAPSK employing RC MSDSD-IAP (Nw = 4,
I RAP = 1) and DPSK employing RC MSDSD (Nw = 4) in TC coded sys-
tems, where we have fd = 0.03 and NR = 2.
counterparts. Explicitly, Fig. 9 shows that the RC HDD-839
MSDSD-IAP (Nw = 4, I RAP = 1) aided 16-ADPSK(2,8) out-840
performs RC MSDSD (Nw = 4) aided 16-DPSK of [30] by841
about 1.6 dB in TC systems, where we have NR = 2 and fd =842
0.03. This performance difference becomes a more substantial843
4.7 dB for M = 64, as seen in Fig. 9.844
Moreover, the complexity of our MSDSD algorithms is fur-845
ther quantified in terms of the total number of real-valued846
multiplications in Fig. 10. Explicitly, Fig. 10(a) demonstrates847
that the RC MSDSD algorithm of Sec. IV-B may offer a848
substantial 73.8% ∼ 80.7% complexity reduction compared to849
the generic MSDSD algorithm of Sec. IV-A. As a result, the850
MSDSD complexity becomes as low as that of the MSDD-IAP851
of [38], as seen in Fig. 10(a). Furthermore, it is demonstrated852
by Fig. 10(b) that the RC MSDSD-IAP of Sec. IV-C achieves853
an additional 61.8% ∼ 78.0% complexity reduction compared854
to the conventional MSDD-IAP of [38]. Consequently, the855
complexity of RC MSDSD-IAP aided DAPSK becomes com-856
parable to that of the RC MSDSD aided DPSK of [30], as857
evidenced by Fig. 10(b).858
Fig. 11 provides our complexity comparison of DQAM859
and DPSK schemes. Firstly, it is demonstrated by Fig. 11860
that among the absolute-amplitude DQAM schemes of861
ADPSK, TADPSK and TADPSKJM, the HDD-MSDSD aided 862
TADPSKJM of Sec. IV-A exhibits the highest complexity, 863
which is followed by the RC HDD-MSDSD aided TADPSK 864
of Sec. IV-B and then by the RC HDD-MSDSD-IAP aided 865
ADPSK of Sec. IV-C. Secondly, Fig. 11 also confirms that RC 866
MSDSD-IAP aided DAPSK exhibits a higher complexity than 867
RC HDD-MSDSD-IAP aided ADPSK, which avoided the com- 868
parison over 1. Last but not least, Fig. 11(a) shows that the 869
complexity of RC HDD-MSDSD-IAP (I RAP = 1) aided 16- 870
ADPSK(2,8) is similar to that of RC MSDSD aided 16-DPSK 871
of [30], while Fig. 11(b) demonstrates that the complexity of 872
RC HDD-MSDSD-IAP (I RAP = 1) aided 64-ADPSK(4,16) is 873
even lower than that of RC MSDSD aided 64-DPSK. This is 874
because the complexity order of the Schnorr-Euchner search 875
strategy of the RC MSDSD aided DPSK of [30] is given by 876
O(M/4), where only the M/4 constellation points in the first 877
quadrant are visited. Meanwhile, the complexity order for the 878
case of RC HDD-MSDSD-IAP (I RAP = 1) aided ADPSK 879
is given by O(MA + MP/4) according to Sec. IV-C. As a 880
result, we have O(MA + MP/4) = O(M/4) for M = 16 and 881
O(MA + MP/4) < O(M/4) for M = 64, which verifies our 882
complexity results of Fig. 11. 883
D. Comparison Between Coherent and Noncoherent Schemes 884
In this section, the important subject of coherent versus non- 885
coherent schemes is discussed. For the noncoherent ADPSK 886
scheme, RC HDD-Subset MSDSD-IAP is employed, where 887
the consecutive MSDSD windows are overlapped by NO L = 3 888
observations and the (NO L − 1 = 2) symbols detected at the 889
edges may be discarded, as suggested by [58]. For the coherent 890
Square QAM scheme, PSAM [7] associated with pilot spac- 891
ing of NP S and observation window width of NOW (number of 892
filter taps) is invoked for channel estimation. 893
Fig. 12 demonstrates that when fd is increased from 0.001 to 894
0.03, a severe deviation from the LLR definition emerges for the 895
extrinsic LLRs produced by the PSAM aided coherent 16QAM 896
detector. This is because the coherent detectors assume having 897
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Fig. 10. Complexity (real-valued multiplications) comparison between MSDSD of Sec. IV-A, RC MSDSD of Sec. IV-B, MSDD-IAP of [38] and RC MSDSD-
IAP of Sec. IV-C employed by 16-DAPSK(2,8). Complexity of RC MSDSD aided 16-DPSK of [30] is also portrayed. The results are recorded at SNR = 0 dB
and IA = 1, where we have fd = 0.03 and NR = 2.
Fig. 11. Complexity (real-valued multiplications) comparison between DQAM schemes employing their suitable MSDSD arrangements. Complexity of RC
MSDSD aided DPSK of [30] is also portrayed. The results are recorded at SNR = 0 dB and IA = 1, where we have fd = 0.03 and NR = 2.
Fig. 12. LLR accuracy test of PSAM aided Square 16QAM recorded at
Eb/N0 = 2 dB and IA = 0, where we have NR = 1. When we have fd = 0.03,
PSAM’s NP S is reduced to 12 in order to sample the channel more frequently,
while NOW is also reduced to 12, due to the weak temporal correlation.
perfect knowledge of the CSI, which is especially unrealistic,898
when the fading channel fluctuates rapidly.899
Finally, Fig. 13(a) demonstrates that when we have900
fd = 0.001, PSAM aided coherent 16QAM outperforms RC901
HDD-Subset MSDSD-IAP assisted 16-ADPSK(2,8) in the 902
RSC coded system, TC coded system as well as in the IRCC 903
and URC coded system. However, when we have fd = 0.03, 904
16-ADPSK(2,8) exhibits an impressive performance advantage 905
over coherently detected Square 16QAM, which is 0.5 dB and 906
0.9 dB in the context of our TC and IRCC-URC coded systems, 907
respectively, as evidenced by Fig. 13(b). 908
E. Performance Results for DFDD 909
The BER performance results of the proposed DFDD solu- 910
tions and the conventional DFDD solutions [17], [26], [27] are 911
compared in Fig. 14 in the context of TC coded ADPSK and 912
DAPSK systems. The DFDD window-width is set to Nw = 913
3, because any further performance improvement for Nw > 3 914
was shown to become negligible by our results not shown 915
in this paper due to the strict space limit. It can be seen 916
in Fig. 14 that the MSDSD solutions generally outperform 917
their DFDD counterparts. Nonetheless, Fig. 14 also demon- 918
strates that the proposed DFDD solutions substantially improve 919
the performance of the conventional DFDD solutions by 1.4 920
dB and 1.3 dB in TC coded ADPSK and DAPSK systems, 921
respectively. 922
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Fig. 13. BER performance comparison between RSC/TC/IRCC-URC coded PSAM aided Square 16QAM and its 16-ADPSK(2,8) counterpart employing RC
HDD-Subset MSDSD-IAP (Nw = 4, I RAP = 1), where we have NR = 2.
Fig. 14. BER performance results of TC coded DFDD (Nw = 3) aided ADPSK
and DAPSK, where we have NR = 2 and fd = 0.03. The proposed DFDD
solutions use the probability metrics of (33) and (35), while the conventional
DFDD solutions [17], [26], [27] use (36) and (37).
VII. CONCLUSIONS923
In this paper, we developed a comprehensive solution for924
the soft-decision DQAM detection in rapidly fading chan-925
nels. First of all, we proposed the original set, the HDD set926
and the SDD set of MSDD/MSDSD solutions, which respec-927
tively correspond to having no decision feedback, hard-decision928
feedback and soft-decision feedback on the first DQAM sym-929
bol’s ring-amplitude in each MSDD/MSDSD window. In this930
way, the potential error propagation problem in soft-decision931
DQAM’s ring-amplitude detection may be avoided. Secondly,932
we proposed to invoke soft-decision SD for both DQAM’s933
ring-amplitude and phase detection, which has not been seen934
in open literature. Thirdly, by exploring the symmetry pro-935
vided by Gray-labelled DQAM constellations, we proposed936
a RC MSDSD algorithm, which visit a reduced number of937
constellation points without imposing any performance loss.938
Fourthly, we further proposed a RC MSDSD-IAP algorithm,939
which separately and iteratively detecting the DQAM’s ring- 940
amplitudes and phases by two soft-decision SDs. Fifthly, we 941
developed the improved soft-decision DFDD solutions based 942
on the MSDD/MSDSD operating in decision-feedback mode, 943
which substantially outperfom the existing prediction-based 944
DFDD solutions that do not take into account the DQAM 945
ring-amplitudes’ effect on the channel’s correlation matrix. 946
With the aid of EXIT charts and LLR accuracy test, the 947
most suitable soft-decision MSDSD arrangements of different 948
DQAM constellations were suggested. Our simulation results 949
demonstrate that the absolute-amplitude ADPSK schemes out- 950
perform their differential-amplitude DAPSK counterparts in 951
coded systems. Furthermore, among the absolute-amplitude 952
DQAM schemes, ADPSK, TADPSK and TADPSKJM have a 953
better BER performance in TC coded, IRCC-and-URC coded 954
as well as RSC coded systems, respectively. Thanks to the 955
proposed reduced-complexity design, the RC HDD-MSDSD- 956
IAP aided ADPSK is capable of outperforming its MSDSD 957
aided DPSK counterparts in coded systems without imposing 958
a higher complexity. Moreover, our simulation results also ver- 959
ify that compared to coherent Square QAM relying on realistic 960
imperfect channel estimation, MSDSD aided DQAM is a more 961
suitable candidate for turbo detection assisted coded systems 962
operating in rapidly fading channels. 963
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